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Price 7d, 
N SALE.—At t 

Broker, 7, Old Broad 

Shares in several of the best Mining Companies 

in the Iron Railways, Gas, Fire, and Life Insurance Companies, &e. &e 

Likewise United States’ Stocks aud Baok Shares, that are now paying a dividend 

oe per Cent. 

EE ————7_—_™ 

BISSOE BRIDGE MINING ASSOCIATION. 

HE SHAREHOLDERS are hereby informed, that the payment of 

the third instalment of #1 per Share, due on the seth iast., is farther post- 

poned the 29th of February, next. By order of the Directors, : 

pares BAXENDALE, TATHAM, UPTON, and JOHNSON, 

7, Great Winchester-street, 15th Jan. 1336. 
—_—— 

- street. 
of Cornwall that are now divid- 

COLOMBIAN MINING ASSOCIATION. 

HE ELEVENTH GENERAL ANNUAL MEETING of the Pro- 

 cetans of this Association will be held at the Office of the Association, on 

ednesda ard day of February, next, at one o'clock precisely. 

- ee 7 JOHN CHAPMAN, See. 
3, Freeman’s-court, Cornhill, 7th January, 1836. 

TO MINING COMPANIES, AGENTS, AND OTHERS. 

PERSON respectably connected, who has been accustomed to the 
Management of Mines, and Assaying of Ores for upwards of 20 years, is de- 

sirous of a situation as Secretary or Manager, or to Inspect, Dial, Plan, and 

Report on Mines, either at home or abroad. For testimonials of character and 
ability, apply by letter (post paid) to Mr. Dean, 248, High Holborn, London. 

REVORGUS SILVER, COPPER, and MINING COMPANY .— 

The Directors hereby give notice of a CALL upon the Shareholders of 10s, 

: share, to be paid at Sir Charles Price, Bart., and Co.'s, King William-street, 

-house, London, on or before the 23rd day of January next, or the shares 

will be liable to forfeiture according to the terms and conditions of the Company. 

It will be necessary for the bankers’ receipt, together with the scrip certificates, 
to be left at the office for two days, that the payment may be duly certified.—1, 
Lawrence-lane, Cheapside, 224 December, 1835. 
The higbly satisfactory Reports from the Mines may be inspected at the office. 

MOUNTS BAY SILVER-LEAD, COPPER, AND TIN MINES, 

In CoRNnwaLt. 
PPLICATIONS for SHARES in this COMPANY, addressed to 
to C. R. ROBERTS, Secretary, 7, Gray’s-inn-square, London, (post paid) 

where Prospectuses may be had. 

ROYAL COBRE MINING ASSOCIATION, 

23d December 1835, 

OTICE is hereby given, that all holders of Shares in the above 
Company, who shall have paid up their Instalments then due, may receive 

a Dividend of Thirty-two Shillings per Share, on application at the house of Sir 
James Esdaile & Co., Lombard-street, on and after the 25th day of January next, 
between the hours of twelve and two, 

By order of the Court of Directors, W. LECKIE, Sec. 

| = ne 

John Macdonnell, Esq. William Thompson, Esq. 
John Routh, Esq. T. P. Champion, Esq. 

Bankers— Messrs. Sir Charles Price, Bart. and Co. 
Solicitors—Messrs. Baxendale, Tatham, Upton, and Johnson. 

The Mine called Wheal Daniel is situated in the parish of Kenwyn, about five 
miles west of Truro; it is bounded on the east by the parish of Kea, and contains 
several well known valuable and very productive Lodes of Tin and Copper, which 
have already yiclded, in the adjoining Mine to the westward, ores to the value of 
more than half a million sterling. It is now proposed to unite with another valu. 
able and extensive grant of mining ground, immediately adjoining the Wheal 
Daniel on the east, and into which the same lodes are known to ran, and of which, 
as well as of Wheal Daniel, leases have been newly granted, at reduced and mode. 
rate dues, for twenty-one years. 

So much has been done by former proprietors in cutting the above adits, sinking 
shafts, and driving a deep level or cross cut to within a few fathoms of cutting 
the lode, that the advantages which so many preparatory works must offer to any 

new Company of Proprictors are obvious, both in respect to the saving of time 
and capital, as well as to the prospect of an carly and handsome remuneration to 
those who may embark in the undertaking 

The contemplated extension of the branch rail.road (already provided for in the 
act of parliament) to Chacewater, about one mile and a half from the mines, will 
ensure a supply of coals, lime, timber, and other requisites, upon very reduced 
terms. 

In order to work these Mines effectually, it is proposed to form a Company, con- 
isting of 5000 shares of 5/. each, to be held upon the following conditions 

One pound per share to be paid on the allotment of the shares, and 10s. per share 
01 the lth July, 1836. 

And should any further sum be required, it will be raised by calls of tos, each, 
of which one month's notice will be given in two Cornish and two London news 

ers. 
Application for shares may be made to Messrs. Baxendale, Tatham, Upton, and 

Johnson, Great Winchester.street. 

KENWYN and KEA MINING COMPANY. Capita 
225,000, in 5,000 Shares of @5 each. 

DIRECTORS. 
Walter Hall, Bq. 

REDMOOR CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY 

FFXUE PROPRIETORS of SHARES in this Company who have 
omitted to pay the last call made by the Managers of ios. per Share, are re 

minded that all Shares so unpaid upon, have become, and are now subject to for 

feiture And Notice is hereby given that all Shares upon which euch call shall re. 

main unpaid on the 3ist day of January inst. will then be absolutely forfeited 

By Order of the Managers, RK. THOMAS, See 

urt, Broad Street, Jan. 15, m ¢ 1836 1, Cus 

M" NTS.BAY SILVER, LEAD, COPPER, and TIN MINES — 
Ata MEETING, held the !2th day of January, 1494, at the Imperial 

Coffeehouse, bucklersbury 

JOUN TUCKER, Eaq., in the chair. 
Wm. Law, Esq.; Charlies Malton, Esq.; Arthur Woolf, Esq 

the Rev. D. Davies, A.M.; Messrs. Hayward, Joeeph Gray, John Williams, Thomas 

Hill, Caleb Crage, C. R, Roberts, J. Croft, KR. Williams, and A. Bennett. 

Mr. Bennett having stated the object of the Mecting, 
It was re ved, That a Provisional Committee, to consist of 9 gentlemen, viz 

Wm. Law, Esq., Chas. Malton, Esq., A. Woolf, Exq., the Rev. D. Davies, 

Mesers. KR. D. Hayward, Joseph Gray, John Williams, Thos. Hill, and Caleb Cragg, 

should be immediately formed for the purpose of acting oa behalf of the Company; 

until the iret eral meeting. 

Resolved, That Messrs. Rogers, Towgood, and Co., be appointed bankers to the 
Compan) 

Resolved, That Mr. Charles Richard Roberts be appointed secretary and trea 
surer to the Company pro tem 

Resoived, That Mr. Absalom Bennett be appointed manager of the mines 
Resgived, That the Provisional Committee, or any two of them, shall be at 

liberty to cive such directions to the Secretary, Treasurer, and Manager, as may 

be necewary, in reference to the working of the mines, as well as to the cence 
interest! he Company 

Resolved, That this Meeting do adjourn until this day month, for the purpose of 
appanting Directors, sulject to any alteration which the Provisional Committee, 

of any two of them, may in the meantime think it necessary t suggest 
PROVISIONAL COMMITTEE 
JOHN TUCKER, Chairman 

R. D. Hayward Thomas Hill 
Joseph Gray C. Cragg 

Charles Malton D. Davies 

William law A. Woolf, Engineer 
John Williams 

N.B. Scrips are ready to be exchanged for bankers’ receipts for the amoant af 
the deposits, or on payment of the same at my office, between the hoarse of 11 and 
3. antil the ist dayof Pebruary next, after which po further applications for 
shares can < received 

CHAS. BR. ROBERTS, Secretary and Treasurer, pro tem, 
7, Geay’s-inm square 

Pres 

~ 

TO MINERS AND MINE ADVEN 
rURERS. 

THEREAS the Duke of Buekingham and Chandos is the SOLF 
PROPRIETOR of the MINERALS in and throughout the Manor of St 

Perran, commonly called “the CHURCH LANs,“ witie =hich are CARN 
KRIEPS, THE SANDS, GEAR, Ac, situate in the Parish of Perrancabaloe, | 
hereby caction ail persons from negotiating with, of accepting any licence of sett 
from, any other person than myself, or soch other as may be duly depated by the 
said Duke And | further caatiow ail pereom from taterfering with of working 

any Mine of Mines within any past of the said Manor, without having Gret ob 
lege permission ‘rom me, Of such other person as aforesaid. 

St. Mawes, Jan. «, re36. T, DALBY 1aG0. 

CORNWALL.—CAUTION 

\ 

he Office of CHARLES MANN, Stock and Share TALUABLE MINE SHARES FOR SALE. 
1.96th in Tresavean, situate in @ 

2 lssth in Wheal Crofy, Lang Ces entities, to Itlegun 
2.1 28th in Wheal Jewela, in G 
164th in Wheal Bassitt, in Mogan. ; 
1.)2#th in East Poole, in Mogan. 

Act of Parliament. M 
Capital 2°350,000, in 7,000 shares of #50 each, Deposit 42 per share. 

DIRECTORS. 
Sir Felix Agar Moseley, LL.D. 

Wiliam 

With power to add to their . to be 
Bankers— Mesars. Whitmore, W 

Sir J. be 
Applications for the ng shares yoy 

Beetham, Esq., Solicitor, 8, Chatham.place, 
may be obtained. 

NATIONAL PNEUMATIC RAILWAY ASSOCIATION, 
DIRECTORS. 

Samuel Boddington, Esq. * 
Vice- Admiral Sartorius 

in progress ever since the formation of the 
jects. and cmon for the establishment of a 
demonstration of the improved system on a full 
selected for the purpose between the H. 
the requisite drawings, plans, and specifications of 
under the inspection of the patentee, so that opera’ 
as tenders can be obtained, and the necessary 

The Directors confidently expect that the 
course of the spring, so as to meet the public 
ways, and draw attention to the important 
volves as soon as possible. 

[Signed] 
Office, 22, Cornhill, Jan. 11, 1996. 

‘K RAILWAY. 

on the 28th ult. — 
of Greenock, in the chair. 

i Shaw Stewart, Bart., 
and Greenock, to com 

» will be productive of the 
, and manufacturing 

GLASGOW, PAISLEY, AND GRE 

Ta PUBLIC MEETING, held in G 
WILLIAM MACFIE, Esq., of Langhouse, 

It was unanimously agreed, on the motion of Sir 
M.P.,—That the formation of a railway betwen ( 
municate with Paisley, Johnstone, and Port G 
most important advantages to the agricultaral, 
interests of the country in general, and cannot afford an ample return to 
the subscribers. re “4 

Measures for forming a Joint Stock Company’ diately taken, the 
capital stock of which to be, in the first instance, 450,000, divided into 10,000 
shares, and such are the evident advantages of andertaking, arising from the 
commercial and manufacturing importance of nal which the line, not ox 
ceeding 24 miles, is to connect, in addition to the mineral . the 
contioued dense and industrious population } which it will pass, that more 
than cne-half of the shares were immediately for on the spot. 

A Provisional Committee has been appointed, have directed surveys to be 
made, and who will publish a detailed prospectus &§ #00n as possible, meanwhile 
all applications for the remaining shares must be glade to James Turner, Town 
Clerk, Greenock. 

Greenock, Jan. 8. 

ton 

CORNWALL. 
TS BE SOLD by private Contract, the Fee 

all that CAPITAL BARTON and FARM, 
Tregew and Little Hohithich, situate in the se 
Cleather, in the county of Cornwall, now and for 
pation of Mr, Richard Northey, consisting of a 
Barns, Stables, and other suitable Outhouses 

Northey, for a term of 14 years from Michaelmas, Japa, at the clear rack rent of 
180/,. per annum, have lately undergone a theron , aed are sapplied 
with water, and possess the advantages of good excellent ken? and 
great facilities of communication with all parts of & k being only about 

d other ox one mile from Five Lanes through which the mail vaches pass daily), 
and within convenient distances of Launceston and several other market towne, 
and In all probability the reat Bodmin and Wadebridge Rail Road will be extended 
to its immediate neighbourhood. This property offers great inducements to gen 

tlemen of capital, as affording ap opportunity for safe investment, and more espe 

cially to gentlemen disposed to embark in mining speculations, aa there are several 
Lodes of Tin, Copper, Manganese, and other metals intersecting and running 

through the lands; and a stream work bas lately been ‘commenced by a moet re 
spectable company of adventurers, which, from discoveries already made, pro 
mises considerable profit to the proprietor, who will part with the whole or a 
moiety of the minerals as may be most agreeable to a purchaser, For a view of 
the property apply to the tenant, and for further information to Mr. Thomas 
Rogers, Solicitor, Helston, Cornwall.—Dated ath Dec. 1485.—N.. All Letters 
must be post. paid. 

JUST PUBLISHED, IN 4dto. WITH FOUR PLATES, PRICE Ids 

FEMIE PHILOSOPHICAL TRANSACTIONS of the ROYAL SO 
CIETY of London, for the Year 1495, Part II. containing the following Pa 

pers —Sir Charles Bell's continuation of the Paper on the Relations between the 
Nerves of Motion and of Sensation, and the Brain, and more particularly on the 

| Tenth Series of Experimental Researches in Electricity. 3 

AM. | 

N 

Structure of the Medalla oblongata and the Spinal Marrow 2. Prof. Peraday'’s 

Mr. Lubbock, Diecus 

sions of Tide.Observations made at Liverpool. 6. Mr. John Edward Ciray’s Re 

marks op the difficulty of distinguishing certain Genera of Testaceous Mollusca 

by their Shells, and oo the anomalies in regard to Habitation observed in certain 

Species. 5. Mr. J. O. Westwood, on the sapposed existence of Metamorphoses in 

the Crustacea. 6. Rev. J. Farquharson, on the lee, formed ander peculiar circum 

tances, at the bottom of running Water. 7. Dr. W. Stevens's obeervations on 

the Theory of Respiration %. Mr. J. V. Thompaon, discovery of the Metamor 
phosis in the second type of Cirripedes, vis. the Lepades, completing the Natara) 

History of theese singular Animals, and confirming their affinity with the Crus 

tacea. 9. Mr. J. V. Thompeon, on the Double Metamorphosis in the Decapodous 

Crustacea, cxaemplifed in Cancer Manas, Linn. Meteorological Journal, January 
to June 1495 

Published by the Royal Society , and sold by Richard Taylor, Red Lion-court, 

Piect-«treet ; where aleo may be bad 

Abstracts of the Papers Printed in the Philosophical 
2 vols. #V0. bbs 2? vols. sto 

TURAL 
Capital 250,000, in 10,000 Shares, of 4&3 cach 

PROVISIONAL COMMITTEE 

Meeers. Vice, Baynard, aed Treloar 

With power to add to thelr namber 
BANKERS 

Lowpow—Sir BR. Carr Cyn, Mallifax, Mille, and Co 

Tavcac— Messrs. Magor, Turner, and Magor 

The Sets belonging to this Company lice cast, and adjoining the Consmlidated 
Mines, in Gwennap 

A Proepectus, setting forth the particulars of the Sets, and the regulations by 
which the Company ie to be governed, will be ehortly ieeued 

Applications for Shares to be made to the Comumittee as above, of to Mr 

Trai, of Chevelah, near Truro. 
Truro, Dee. 24, 1905 

I raneactions, 

or soe 

FALMOUTH CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY 
Deposit 41 per Share. 

Tease 

LANDED AND MINING INTERESTS, 

T a GENERAL MEETING of Landowner, Miners, and others 
2X concerned, beid at the Hotel, Truro, December 99, 1a55, 

It wee Keeoleed, 

That the bumble and grateful thanks of thie @erting bo presented to hie Majesty, 
the King, for the letter pow read, as roecived by the Earl of Palmouth from the 
Comentesioners for managing the affaires of the Dachy of Cornwall, and for the to 

timation therein comveyed, that as an actof grare tewaerds these wh. had appeated 

to his Majesty io ther Memorial, preeeeted by Lord Paimouth, and relating 

claims made by certain leesees of the Duchy Mimerais, his Majesty will be gractously 
pheased to give His Royal Assent to the passing of an Act through Parliament fet 

placing the Dochy upon the same fting in regerd to the imitation df time a0 that 

in which the town was placed by the Nallum Temsyus Act, passed in thé reign of 
King George the Thad 

That the foreguing reectution be transmitted by the Chairman to the Commis 
somere fot managing the affeore of the Drochy, la order that the cartieet ate 
nity tay be taken for laying @ before hie Majtety the King, and that an bonabie 
Address, in soc ¢Oance with Ube same,  preeented to his jeaty, by the Rati af 
Paimeuth in perwon, at his caziprst cont ralence. 

Signet PALMOUTH, Chairman. 
The Earl of Palmouth having lef (ham, 

Hermi ved, 
That the thanks of this Meeting be offered to the Bart of 
comduct tn the take, and the real aod attcation witch be has evinesd ie bringing 
the bumoens wow before the Mewliog t. § 20¢Ceneftal imwus. 

Application to be made to Mr. MANN, Stock and Skate Broker, 7. Old Broad St 

YHESTER, WREXHAM, and RUABON ILWAY COMPANY, 
Distance of the Line of Railway less than 3¢ . Tobe Incorporated by 

Arable, M ~~, 
and Pasture Land, and about 186 Acres Of ; 
ing a most desirable Pasture for Sheep. The Premises are heid on Lease, by 

TO CAPITALISTS DESIROUS OF EMBARKING IN THE 
MANUFACTURE OF IRON, 

FYE PROPRIETOR of a Mineral Estate, abounding i 
Coal of the best bitumnous quality, and in seams 

wishes to the attention of a Capitalist who might 
. The fvouradle situation of this property, 

its facility of communication with a flourishing apd 
its inexhaustible resources of Coal and Iron strata, which are 
sequently workable ata , the water 
together with its other local render it 

y onereasing 

may be pli 
R. 3. @amawer"l Cate bouma, Cornhill 

ZAMILY ENDOWMENT SOCIETY, for cranti 
time of Marriage, ENDOWMENTS to the CHI 

j Office (temporary), 35, Great Winchester.street. 

CAPITAL, 500,000, 

Pascoe St. Leger Grenfell, Wats: tag Tucker Smith, 

DIRRCTORS, 
Henry Goorge 

William Butterworth Bayley 
John Puller, ‘ ma oe 

st r¢ ae one 

Surgeon— Kdward > — 
Solicitors—Moesars, Lacy and Driv , 

This Society undertakes to pay to all the future children of von marriage 
from the eldest to the younenat 1004, each, of any emailer or Ls 
upoa, on their severally att a auch, for instanee, sor 
years of age), on condition of ving a present sum of money, or an 
mium, payable during any number of years not the age of 
and dependent upon the of one of both parents, at option, 

Table for 14 Years. 

Age | age naval Premium, to 
of the of the| cease at Hushund's 
Has. | Wife, Death, or after the 
band 15th Paymeget, 

ee ce 

4 «4. ee} 
ia o 10 

! ate 7 se9 

32 

i 
“7° 

igi 6 

wise 

The premiums may also be computed to cease in the event of the deeth of the 
mother, or of either of the two parents who might die fret, 
The ume for endowing future boys only, of future girls only, are rather 

more ome half of those for all children. 
The premiums payable during #% years for endowing future children at 91 years 

of eat 0 a ee ieee cian an in the Pek. «a 
The premiums for endowing © childres are made if destred) 

in case they do not attain the of endowment, 
endowing will be entitled to four. Aftha of the 

enable the ta 
The parties future c! 

the above premiums being more than suffvient to its 
engagements, JOUN CAZBNOVE, see, 

(roaewais GREAT UNITED MINES. — 6,000 shares, £12 per 

The Public are requested to refer tu the Prospectua, 
Tee Few poe of thia Company Proper, Clanna- 

Hiue Hilla, embracing con and underlay rich Polberow 
Wheal Kitty lodes in St. Agnes, 

The well ascertained lodes in Crowgle, Latie, and other estates in the neigh. 
hbourheod of Ruby and Garlidaa Mines, lo the parteh of Wendroa, 

Applications for Prospectuses and Shares are to be made to James Trower Bul. 
lock, Eeq., 6, John.street, Adelphi, or to Mr, T. V. Williams, at the Office of the 
Company, where plans may be seea, and other partioulars obtained, 

] RITISH SILVER-LEAD and COPPER MINING COMPANY, 
Capital | 90,000/,, in 12,000 Shares of 101, each, Deposit a/, per Share, 

DIRECTORS 
W. Millett Thomas, eq., London, 
John Waller, Req, London. 

Kdward Suter, Keq., Loudon 

With power to add two Direetors for Liverpool and Manchester, 
London Bankers Sir Join Labbook, Mart. and Co 

Liverpool Bankers — Northern and Central Dank of England. 
Truro Bankere— Mesars, WUlvame and Co. Miner's Hank). 
Vdward Tribe, Req, 06, Greet Kussel Ntreet, Hlocmebury, Loudon, 

Secretary Mr. Henry Tribe, 65, Old road-«treet, London, 
Agent for Liverpool, Manchester, and Preston Mr. Henry Lucas, a3, Canning- 

place, Liverpout 
Cashier and Purser at the Mines P. Vyvyan Robinson, Beq., of Nansioe, Helston, 

tCorpwall 

These Mines are situated at Torlearen, in the immediate vicinity of Porthieaven 
Harbour, in the pariah of Smithoey, Mount’ Hay, Cornwall 

It may be asserted, withuut hewtation, that theese Mines will prowe as ehundant 
and profitable for Miiver lead and Copper as any in the West of — betng 
wards of 1600 fathoms in length on the course of the lodea, ayo ‘ethome In 

breadth, with twelve shafts ready for working, one of which le 6¢ fathome in depth 
helow the adit level 

The lodes which they contain, having been satisfactorily traced, are of the largest 
eize and of the productive character 

The Penrose lode le eaid by Hoataen, in hie “ Nateral Mistery of Corn 
published 1754, page 910, to have been wrought upwards of 900 years, and ae 

as [e00, when the work was suspended on aecount of the low price af lead (a/, 

ton of 26 owt. and the heavy dues, one twelfth paid to the Lord of the Manes,) 

. in many instances, ae much ae il tone of ore per 

ing at the bottom of the ehaft « very rich coutee of lead ares fer future work 
ings. The price of lead le now 181, a. Od. per ton of 90 owt, and the esse: doe 
from these Mines ie from 90 to 60 canees of Sliver in the tom, The W Vublic 

and Treworvas Copper lodes, which traverse these Mines greatly enhance their 
value, the latter lode, Treworvas, is now realisiag « large pro@l, at & short die- 
tance from the Hritiah Silver Lead Mince 

There le a large quantity of the whole ground, above 6@ fathowns level, which 

can be Immediately opened with great facility end profit, 

Kiet part ina 2) years lease from November last, The tenure of the « vering to 

{ the Manor, the Kev Canon Hogers, one twenty fourth dues, | the Lord 
time an the paid to the Company by the sale of pee pe 
then one twentieth permancotiy, free of all parochial aod other rates and 

| taxes, «@ fow incloeures om the eetate are held for « smilies term fom Mr. Jamem 

at one. Afteenth net duces 

't le Intended to erect forthwith two pamypiog engines, one af 64 inches, aad the 
cthen of 44 laa hes cylinder, ale a gtinding engioe, aed a steam whim, 

Solicitor 

” 

outlay for custe be re 

REOULATIONA, 

The Capital of the Company le to be 1 29,000/, io 19,000 shares of 101, each, 
The Gret inetalment of ® por ehare to be paid to either of the bankers by the 

time faced in the letter of appropriathm 

No farther instalment will be called (4 without cone mouth’s notice, end aot to 
eacred ti. per share 

Tw. hundred chases to be the qualification of « directs 
The shares will be te bearer signed ly two diteeteds and the scoretary 

ter will be kept to feound ty whom the sharee are ret neued, and for 
required by the hoidere 

tie cntginal reports from the mines, together with the books of the Company, 
will abwarpe be open fer the inepertion of the shareholders. 

That all the contracts for purchases ty the Cx y be fr ready money, in 
der ts CLewpt the ebarcholters from any iehihity beyond the memes of Ueels 

wipsieon de t~1 
erriyt ite ‘ 

A eneral Meeting of the shareholders ty te beld in Lamdan of 
month of Agel in each pear, commencing in fae7, of Wherh © full repent 
Company Wi) be eatrittied, with « statement 4 the aenvunte. 
That ot ail of charehohders © a AL oe ees than 18, 

chall have | yte 4 19 hares and leas thaw vutee , 
5 votes, of 06, and lows than 160, 4 votes, af 108, nd lene Sa scams end 
4 306 shares aad aide, 6 votes. ‘ 

An easignment of the eases of the mimes ie made ty the directors, as Urusteee 
fag the ( cmmpaies 

Aagrctions be chase wo be saat toe Seemetegy ot Aguat 

1 



RIO DE ANORI GOLD STREAM-WORKS COMPANY. 

wi. is hereby given, that the call oie 10s. per Share, made at 
yeneral shanecdhers, the zad of » last, must 

be paid to M M ” i. 0 Lomi -street, to the Com- 

before the ist day of February, now next, as all shares will be declared 

dies on which such call Jha not then have been duly paid, agreeable to the 
By order of the Directors, 

SAMUEL HARPER, Solicitor to the Company. 

Cloak- , City, 14th Jan, 1696. 
B. ae enters receipt for the amount of the above call, with the original 

» shares, being left with Mr. Harper, he will on and after the 15th of February, 

parchment shares tn exchange to the shareholders. 

QOUTHEND RAILWAY, in continuation of the Blackwall Railway.— 

Capital £300,000, divided into 6,000 shares of £50 each: deposit of £2 10s. 

share. 
This line is adopted with the view of continuing the London and Blackwall rail 

way a6 an in inlet into the metropolis through Barking, Dagenham, Rainham, 

Gray's, Hole-Haven, Leigh, to Southend, with branches to Ilford, Purfleet, Rom- 

Tilbury Yort, Mucking, Rochford, and other trading places on the line of 

. The distance by land to Southend is 44 miles, by the railway it will be 34, 

thereby saving 10 miles. 
The " ihects uf this railway are not founded upon speculation, but upon the in- 

se that already exists between the trading towns on the line, and for im- 
oving the very fertile county of Eesex. 

» / shares and prospectuses, stating fully the objects of the under- 
, to be made to the bankers, Mesars. Py rm hog Kingseote, and Co., Bank. 
ngs, to Messrs. & ow and Co., bankers, Chelmsford, James Lambert, 

9 Basking , to the solicitor, Thomas Brown, Esq., 11, Mark-lane, Fenchurch. 

street London; Mesers. Comport and Knyvett, solicitors, Rochford; or to the 

ey. at the Railway-offices, 11, Mark-lane, which will be submitted to the 

6 for their approbation and allotment, eae b 
Raliway offices, 11, Mark-lane. G. COLE, See. 

VALUABLE SHARES IN SOUTH ROSKEAR COPPER MINE, 

FOR SALE, NEAR CAMBORNE, CORNWALL. 

) be peremptorily sold by Auction, THREE FIFTY.BIGHT PARTS 

or SHARES, of and in all that very valuable and most productive Copper 

Mine, called or known by the name of South Roskear, situate in the parish of 

Camborne, in the county of Cornwall; and of and in all erections, buildings, tools, 

engines, whims, kibbies, ropes, and other machinery on the said mine. For sale 

whereof an auction will be held at Andrew's Hotel, in Redruth, in the county of 

Cornwall, on Friday, the 29th day of January next, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. 

For viewing the said mine apply thereon, and any further information respecting 

the same may be obtained on application to the purser thereof, or to Mr. Christo. 

© Wallis, solicitor, Bodmin; or Mr. James Husband, solicitor, Aldance Life and 
Assurance Office, Devonport. 

Dec, 47, 1895, 

HEAL GILBERT TIN AND COPPER MINING COMPANY. 

Capital £15,000,, in 6,000 Shares, of #2. 108, each, Deposit £1. per 
Share. MANAGING COMMITTEE. 

John P. Magor, Keq., Chairman, 
Mr. Baynard, Mr. ‘Trestrall, 
Mr. Kade, Mr. Conn, 

Hankers— Mesers. Glyn, Halifax, Mills, and Co., Lendon, 
Mesars. Magor, Turner, and Magor, Truro, 

The seta belonging to this Company are Wheal Gilbert, Nanjenkin, and Trescow, 
situate in the parishes of St. Erth and Breage, in tie County of Cornwall. 
A tions for Shares may be made to Mesers, John and Henry Hore, 18, 

capt Csr Throgmorton Street, London, to Mr. Cirylis, Ticketing Paper 
, Redruth; orto Mesers, W. Trenery and Son, Mining OMce, of the same 

place, for afew days, (if by letter, post paid), of whom prospectuses may be obtained, 
January 6, 1436, 

WHEALS HARMONY and MONTAGUE CONSOLIDATED COP. 
PER and TIN MINING COMPANY, 

HE DIRECTORS impressed with a conviction of the great value of 

thene Mines, feel it a duty they owe to the nuraerous applicants for Shares, 
ahd the public generally, to submit to them the following extracts from various 
letters and reports, relative to the past and present state of the Mines, and their 

 Wheal Harmony was originally taken up by a party who determined upon 
working a large hard and uncongenial tin lode or vein, against the opinion of the 
miners and others in the neighbourhood, who advised him that there were many 
other veins both of tha or copper in the sett of mine, which though smaller, would 
produce more ore, and be sure to be profitable in depth, but regardless of repeated 
cautions, he continued operations on the great lode until he had expended upwards 
of 20,0001, His funds nearly exhausted, without any chance of reimbarsement from 
the greatilode, he made cross cuts into some of the smaller lodes as he had before been 
Fecommended to do, in two years be repaid all his outlay, and the quantity of tin 
sold monthly largely Increased, by which time one of the copper lodes was also 

fate table production, and the mine was not only giving profits, but fn 
that atate t there was no kind of doubt of Ite being one of the most profitable in 

county, But he having incurred many thousand pounds debt, suddenly left 
country, and the mine was necessarily suspended, About two years previous to 

pension, in ¢ juence of the richness and productiveness of the copper 
lodes in this mine, the | Hiately adjoining sett on the western boundary, Wheal 
Montague, waa undertaken, and a new shaft and steam engine, &e, &e. was 
erected, and 44,000/, of ore was raised the firet year, the second year made equal 
profits, when the largest shareholder and the lords disputed, and the workings 
were suspended 

* Conv'noed by the resulta of Great Tolgua, immediately adjoining, the iate 
Proprictor, at hie own expense, last year refitted up the engines and mine, and 
Sank dows in the hard ground, which cost him ga/, per fathom, Sinking the 

for some time, it gradually altered, and now at #7 fathom (1 think #7), or 
, the ground is totally changed to a beautiful killas, sinking charge 

only from 15/, to 17/, per fathom.” 
© The mines are ready to work immediately, and will be in a regularly produc. 

tive state, and ores in the market within two months from the day of recom. 
mencing operations. It may be observed that although these mines have not 
heen effeetively worked for some years, yet Wheal Montague is now actually 
Making @ profit of 900/, per month, a profit which is all made above the weer, as 
it must be borne in mind that neither of the engines are working, and that they can 
touch nothing below the 40 fathom level, as the water is ap to that level. The 

ines on the mines are all but aew, they are quite as good as new, even the 
Sellers in Marmony, there la but one beter in Montague, it will be desirable to 

have aaother in case of accident, as aleo for economy sake, A very littl money 
will put them in a proper and effective working state, as they have been carefully 
attended to since the suspension of the mines,”’ 

“ The united setts have tun nearly a mile on the course of the lodes, There are 
seven lodes known, five of copper and two of tin, but only two have been worked, 

and here is the value of the undertaking, Independent of the present mines, as in 
a very short me ore will be raising from two other lodea, not yet touched, but 
Likely to make as good as the others, There are parties who will take a fwe gears 

tod, and be at the whole expense of sinking a shaft, &e., and allow a tribute of 

és, in the pound, but this would be folly, as you can soon cross-cut into it and 
drain by your present machinery, and set it at about ae. In the pound. There ts 
another lode which same parties want to take for five years, allowing Ge. and #4 
in the pound, but thie would Hot be prudent, as it is a rich lode, will be commanded 
by the present machinery, and is likely to be very profitable.” 

* There is another copper lode which will soon be cut, and ore raised) There 
fe & very large tin lode, from which about se00/, worth of ore has been returned, 

the late proprieter Jost money, but it (Aen was the only lode working, 
Mow there ia Hittle doubt but that considerable retarns can be made, as the cop 
per lodes pay all the expenses of the mine, therefore, there will now be only its 

jon instead of the whole of the current expenditure of the mine.” 
* There ls ne doubt but that a comparatively small outlay will put the mines in 

6 permanently and progressively increasing profitable etate, say 10,000/, returns 
the end of fret year, and upwards of 90,0007, the second year, itis even more 

} J probable that upwards of 40,000/, may be made the fret year. as by judi. 

pan mp ning the und as you sink, and making proper approaches to the 
arth and south lodea, you will not only, after a short time, quadruple your pro 

@uce, but will be able to clear cent. per cent, on the tribute.” 
* In short, the facilities for raising ore, the number, size, richness, and con 

Cguity of the veins, and the other great advantages of (hese mines, guarantee the 
certainty of unusually large profits. and filly warrant the declaration chat there ts 
jd Any of their ranking amongst the most productive in the Klogdom , 

Ghat there le an absolute certainty of considerable quagtities of ore being raised, 
tmmediately after the dratmage of the ground, that an earty dividend may be de 

@ared, and that the proceeds of the mine will rapidly and largely augment fn pra 
on te the Increased number of veins and levels brought toto operation.” 

* Redreté, Dee. 5, 1mas.— We, the undersigned, being the late Captains in Har 
Mony and Montague Mines, have this day inspected them, as far as we couk! go 

for the water, and do repert as follows 
* [hf consequence of the engines being stopped before we were appointed to these 

Mines, We cannot speak of the levels below the a4 fathom at Harmory, and S4 at 
but can onty state from reports of the miners who formerly worked in 

oe | they say—the lodes are large and promising, we find at 44 at Harmony 

heté are several paraliel of site odes to the south, that hawe had little or no trial, 
from the appearance of them at this level, we have no doubt, if worked on effee 
tually, they will prove as productive, and make the mines as progtable as they 
were ih the last working, we cannot caloulate on having much goce dowe on the 
Old lode wottl the engine shafts are sunk deeper; we find at Great Toleus Mine, 
which i on the same lottes, and adjoins sets to the weet, that by «inking from the 
260 fathom level to the 148, the lodes proved to be much larger, richer, and more 
ee than they were at the levels abowe, therefore, as Harmony is only down 

the 8, and Montague to the #°, there te every reason to believe, Uf these mines 
@re sunk ae deep as Great Tolgue ts, that they will prove equally productive and 
profitable &s that mine. 

(Rigned) Perea Wititovensy. 
Twomas Caatanw.” 

is now about two years and a half unexpired of the original grant, which 
wit. comtracted for by the Direetars of the present Company, together with all 
oe machinery. pe post, whime, Ac. and a new grant for twenty.ane 

has been from the lords of Treleigh, commencing from the termina. 
of the extvting lease, which documents may inspected af the office af the 

i also Grylix’ authentic list uf the copper ores sold from these 
the | mange Cy ay will be sufficient 

proprictors of Great 
poy php. A a. AK L 

enough what may expected Wheal ootagve, which is 

fant nh ega~ very much more ore than Tolgus did 

EDITERANEAW and LEVANT STEAM PACKET COMPANY. 
At a General Meeting of the Directors of the said . held on the 

sbved,—That notice should be given to Shareholders to 
apply at the office of rhe Company, between the 15th and soth of January next, 
and they are hereby requested to leave the number of shares they claim upon, and 
to apply three days afterwards for the amount to be refunded, particulars of which 

may obtained at the office, 
EDWARD SMALLWOOD, Sec. 

7, Angel.court, Throgmorton-street, Dec, 31, 1835. 

Uy [ 1% FOUNDERS and ENGINEERS.—The Directors of the SOUTH 
POLGOOTH TIN and COPPER MINING COMPANY are ready to receive 

TENDERS for a STEAM ENGINE of Thirty-sia Inch Cylinder, to be delivered on 
the Mine, near St. AUSTLE, in the county of Cornwall. and to be erected by 
the Company’s Eagineer. Speci and other particulars may be had at the 
Office of the Company, and tenders will be received till the zist day of January. 

20, Basinghall.street. R. N. PADDON, Sec. 

Will be ready for Sale early in January, 

Dedicated to the Chemical Professors of the United Kingdom, 

In a handsome Mahogany Chest, 6/. 6s. 

NEW CHEMICAL CABINET, or Amateur’s Laboratory (by 
R. B. Ede, Her Majesty’s Appointed Chemist), comprising an organized 

collection of 190 Chemical Teets, Re-Agents, and best contrived modern Appara- 
tas, calculated for the Student, the Proficient, the Druggist, the Dyer, the Dry- 

salter, the Physician, the Manufactarer, the Mineralogist, and the Amateur, and 

adapted for the performance of refined Experiments of demonstration and research 
in any Drawing Room, with ease, safety, and success.— Also 

KR. B. EDE’S MINERALOGICAL BOX, or Pocket Blowpipe Apparatus, on a 
new principle, containing above 20 essential requisites for assaying Minerals, and 
assisting Geological inquiries; in a neat japanned case only 7§ by 34 inches, 
Price 21s. being the cheapest and most complete Portable Pocket Laboratory ever 
offered for Sale.— May be seen at many, and procured of all the Agents for his well 
know. and approved 

CHEMICAL PORTABLE LABORATORY, 
containing above 90 Tests, Re-Agents, Blowpipes, and Appropriate Apparatus, 
price 11, lls. 6d., or with stoppered bottles, French Polished Cabinet, Lock and 
Key, Two Guineas, 

Butler, 4, Cheapside, and Williams and Haydon, Aldermanbury. 

Just published, price 2s. 6d. 

FYVWIE WALLS-END MINER, 
Village Blacksmith. 

“ William Crister’s Narrative, in the hands of Mr, Everett, is both interesting 
and instructive; and we dre mach mistaken if this small volume does not obtain 
a more extensive circulation, and make a deeper impression, than the author has 

ventured to anticipate. It is well written, ana we sincerely recommend it.—New- 
castle Courant. 

By James Everett, Author of the 

ryw be SOLD by Mr. GRYLLS, Redruth, the following SHARES 
in Mines, (all letters to be post-paid.) 

One 192d in Tresavean. 
One 641th in Wheal Tolgus 
One ith in East Wheal Crofty. 
One 128th in East Pool 
Two 6vths in Wheal Ellen. 
Two 128ths in Bossulian. 
One 61th in Trewavas 
Two 128ths in East Wheal Rose. 

TOWEDTEAGUE MINING COMPANY, 

T'o the Editor of the Mining Journal. 

Sin,—Until this moment my engagements have prevented my stating, 
that the publicity given to this affair has very much annoyed me; not as 
regards my conduct in the matter, but from a reluctance to be thrust upon 
public attention, and an apprehension that strangers may suppose that I 
either arranged, or was informed, of the course my friends (perhaps with 

less judgment than kindness) intended to adopt, to obtain a return of the 

small sum at the banker’s. I had nothing whatever to do with their ar- 
rangements, directly or indirectly, nor had I any intimation or knowledge 
of the meeting until the following Sunday’s post. It would be a tedious 

encroachment on your Journal to enter into any detail of cireumstances, 

and the unworthy means pursued to defeat the establishment of the com- 

pany. The conduct of the directors will have no further notice from me, 
than the declaration, that I need not depend upon myself nor friendly 
shareholders, but on county and other evidence to prove the incorreetness 
of Capt. Wildey’s statements, inserted in your journal. I leave the di 
rectors to their own reflections as they have already been troublesome and 
expensive enough. As there can be no question of the eligibility of the 
mines, they will very shortly be resumed, It is with much reluctance I 

thus obtrude myself on your patience, but convinced that your spirit of 
equity and impartiality will induce the immediate insertion of this note, 

I beg to subscribe myself, your very obedient servant, 
G, Anporr. 

<< 

ECONOMY OF STEAM POWER, 

To the Editor of the Mining Journal. 
Sin—Permit me to inform “A Friend to Seientifie Enquiry,” whose 

letter you have extracted from the Glasgow Liberator, that there is not an 
engine at work in Cornwall, in which the expansive action of the steam is 

obtained in fwo cylinders, on Mr, Hornblower’s (often incorrectly called 

Mr. Woolf's) plan, nor has there been one for some years, 

The discoveries in the expansive powers of steam, to whieh Mr, Wolf 

long since pretended, were evidently “ made at the writing desk ;” for the 
slightest acquaintance with pneumatics is sufficient for one’s understand 
ing that if steam be permitted to expand into 5, 10, 20 or 40 times its ori- 

ginal volume (cwteris paribus), its pressure will be reduced respectively to 
ty jus de, or fy of that which it at first exerted on the same area. 

He is incorrect in saying that Mr, Wolf introduced the use of steam of 

high pressure into this county; for we owe it to Captain Trevithick. 
Neither is he accurate in remarking that the greater the expansire action, 

the smaller the actual power; as this of course depends on the initial 
force of the steam, and the volume into which it is allowed to expand. 

| remain, Sir, your very faithful servant, 

W. J. llexwoon. 
1, Morrah. place, Penzance, Jen. 2, 1836. 

a 

A REAL SAFETY LAMP. 

To the Editor of the Mining Journal. 

Sta,—In my former letter, which you favoured with insertion, I at 
tempted, and I believe not unsuceessfully, to shew that the assertions of 
the late Committee on “ aceidents in mines,” that Sir H. Davy was not 
the first disooverer of the principle of the safety lamp which bears his 

name, and that he was well aware of its insec urity, were not warranted 

by the published evidence, I shall now, with your permission, make some 

remarks on another and very important part of their report, which re 
quires explanation This it will probably receive, if brought before their 

netice by your much read Journal. The report states, in plain terms, the 
objects of their investigation —“ ventilation,” “ safety lamps,’’ and “ maps 

or plans "and expresses disappointment at the result not having furnished 

them, os they had hoped, with the means of recommending to the miner 

a better protection than be had hitherto possessed. It is troe, on ventila- 
tion nothing further was elicited than that it ought never to be solely de 

pended on for preventing explosions, as it is at best ever liable, even when 

on the largest and most perfect scale, to be interrupted by the most trifling 

circumstances. Maps or plans appear to be matters of no difficulty, only 
requiriig common attention, On the safety lamp, however, the principal 

object of the inquiry, there has been made, if the Committee have not 

said more than they ought, a most important and valuable discovery; for 
the ignition, and consequent explosion of inflammable air, must be consi 

dered, beyond all comparison, the greatest evil attending mining pursuits, 

and one which has till now resisted all human means, If therefore the 
Committee have discovered means of preventing this evil, it must be con 
eluded that their labours have been eminently successful, and the result 

cannot be too generally known, por too speedily acted on in all the coal 
and iron districts. On this point the Committee appear to have acted with 
the most praiseworthy circumspection, the putting to actual and severe 
trial the safety of all the lamps placed before them during this investiga 
tion, thereby taking an unerring test of the value of the previous evidence 
There were, it appears, nine lamps, ineluding Sir H. Davy's, tried on this same. 

Sr. Aa nrah pnd the csnsurring wethnaninls of ous other 
pba Sas eres of these mines, the advantage that it is expected 

— C.F KIRKMAN Bor, 
18, King’s Armes Yard, Coleman Street. London, Dee. 31, 1835. 

‘ 

occasion, only one of which was found to sustain the requisite proof, Of 
this lamp the Committee speak in the following unqualified terms of ap 
probation. “ ‘They are therefore decidedly coavinced that its constrection 
possesses paramount merit." Thefimprovements gre probably those which 

a 

as desirable, and of which, had he not been the inventor he 
might have been the patron: 

That a statement of this nature, on a subject of the first importance 
one of the most valuable interests of the community, founded on the ey), 
dence 6f some of the highest chemical and medical authorities of 
present time, and put forth in a report of a parliamentary committee, vill 
be read, as it ought, but in one way, admits of no doubt. Have not the 
Committee then either said too much on this point, or as yet done tog 
little, in not founding a recommendation upon it! There is a my 
hanging over the report here that ought to be removed. As one whose 
interests are mainly depending on the safety and success of mining pug. 
suits, | beg to thank you for the zeal and ability you have already show, 
in the miner’s cause. 

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant and constant reader, 
Jan. 13, 1836. Parr Pray. 
P.S. The non-appearance of Messrs. Faraday, Ure, and Brande before 

the Committee was probably not their own faults, but their utter silence 
on this subject, while the press is open to them, and public attention fixed 
on them, is unaccountable and most unsatisfactory. 

——900— = 

Roperts’s Sarety Hoop or Movutu Piece. 

This very useful apparatus has been submitted to the examination of 
scientific bodies, and received from them distinguished marks of approba. 
tion; and the inventor has very justly been rewarded with royal marks of 
distinction and munificence. We think the discovery entitled to more 
extended notice, and therefore extract that portion of the evidence give 
before the Parliamentary Commissioners, to report upon “ Accidents ig 
Mines,” as relating to the origin, construction, and improvement of the 
machines. 

ORIGIN. 
Did you meet with accidents from carbonic acid gas while you were in 

the shaft at Newbottle Colliery? On one occasion I had nearly met with 
an accident. There were two very large furnaces to draw the foul air out, 
and to cause a quick current of air to circulate through the works. At 
this time the fireman, who took care of the furnaces, hac, thrown a fresh 
supply of fuel on them; on descending the shaft, from ihis circumstance 
I was nearly suffocated. It struck me at the moment to wrap my jacket 
round my face; it happened to be very moist, and when I got to the bot. 
tom of the shaft I found it was very comfortable, and a sudden change 
had taken place in the apparent state of the air. Some time after | was 
thinking over the matter, and it occurred to me that the cause was the 
woollen and the perspiration with which it was saturated that preserved 
me in this instance. From trying further experiments in the same shaft, 
I found it was the woollen which | had moistened with my bottle of 
water. I turned this matter over in my mind, and was ted to make an 
apparatus to prevent accidents from suffocation, and thus enable the men 
to work, and to have the use of their hands and eyes in an impure atmos. 
phere. 

Was any instrument for the purpose of furnishing respirable air the 
result of your consideration !—Yes, 

Now will you explain what that instrument is!—It is called a safety- 
hood, or Roberts’s mouth piece. Lord Lindsey, now the Earl of Balcarras, 
gave it that name. 

His Lordship applied that name to it !—Yes. 

CONSTRUCTION, 
Will you explain as concisely as possible the nature, the form, and con- 

struction of that hood! The hood closes over the head, with two glass 
goggles for the sight. 

Of what is it oe wash leather, and stuffed with wool and horse. 
hair, so as to make it pliable round the neck, and prevent any foul air 
drawing underneath. From the mouth there is an elastic pipe which 
comes a little way down, at the end of which pipe there is a vessel con- 
taining lime water (the cteam of lime), or chloride of lime, according to 
the kind of vapour it might have to meet, or be expected to meet. ‘These 
solutions are applied in various chemical works, the chloride of lime, 
cream of lime, soap-lees, even clear water is good. This will take up 
choke-damp, and many kinds of foul air rapidly, and neutralize them so 
as to enable a person to remain half a day where another could not other- 
wise remain two minutes, 

Now what is the size of the vessel holding any of those liquid prepara- 
tions to which you have alluded !—It will hold about 3 quarts; there is 
some sponge which is filled with it, so that the air shall pass through fine 
apertures. 

Is it one solid sponge, or pieces of sponge?—It is immaterial whether 
the sponge is in one piece or several. ; 

Then the funnel or box in which the sponge is contained, is perforated 
with holes ?—Yes, there are small tubes for the air to go down, and by 
continually passing it through this solution, the foul parts adhere to the 
sponge and to the lime. 

Then does the box with the preparation hang from the end of the tube, 
does it drag along the floor, or is it carried by the man using it ?—It is ear- 
ried with a belt over the shoulder; it hangs down over the side, so that 

there is no pressure from the neck, like a soldier’s belt. 
Now is respiration kept up by the men using it with tolerable facility? 
Yes; when first invented it was rather difficult. Persons using it could 

not remain with it more than half an hour at the longest. 
And have you improved upon its construction since that time ?>—Yes; 

I have improved it so that & person can work day by day without any 
inconvenience ; it is also on a lighter scale now, 

Now have you tried it yourself in carbonic acid gas? I have tried it 
myself; where no other person could exist one minute without it 1 have 
remained 30 minutes, 

You apprehend that you have tried it in places where the carbonic acid 
gas was in such quantities, and so powerful as would immediately extin- 
guish life ?—~Yes. 

IMPROVEMENT. 
And you found no difficulty in the experiment ?—Some little difficulty 

then; but since I have made a very great improvement in its construction, 

and should now feel none. The improvement is this, the air which has 
been respired is not suffered to go back to the small vessel where the good 

air is separated from the bad ; it is thrown out by means of a valve at the 
front of the mouth, or rather there are two valves, one is to admit a sup- 

ply of puritied air, and the other to pass off the air which has been 
re spired, 

Now have you ever had this instrument tried in foul wells ?—I have 
not been in foul wells. 

Have you ever tried it in cases of fires ?—I have tried it in cases of fires, 
also in the mines. 

Has it ever been tried in the case of any fire in this city >—It has been 
tried by some of the firemen; it bas alse been tried at the large refining 
works belonging to Mr. Brown, in Wood street. His men have had three 

supplies from me, to prevent their inhaling the nitrous acid which arises 
from driving off the copper from the gold. It is very pernicions when the 
atmosphere is heavy, or when the furnace does not draw well. In such 
eases the place is filled with this deleterious vapour, which causes a sensa- 
tion of coughing, and places the people very often under the doctor's 
hands, and in the end kills them. 

And have Mr. Brown's workmen used this instrument? — Yes. 
Did they find any advantage from it!—They found such great advan 

tage, that whea | was down at Bolton, in Lancashire, as the boods were 

worn out, they applied to my friend, Mr. Upton, for others, he being in 
London, which I was not. It was necessary to pay them higher wages to 

work in this place till they got the hoods, as they were frequently very il! 
from the fumes proceeding from the metal. 

Do you mean to say the workmen had constantly made use of your ine 
vention !—Yes, and they were wanting it to be renewed. Since then a 
plan has been brought forward of a platina vessel dissolving cold, over 
which there is placed a funnel to carry off the fumes. This has enabled 
Mr. Brown's workmen to do without the hoods, but they are, however, still 
used in various chemical works in different parts of England. 
Then they are now constantly in use on the improved plan!—I have 

not sent out any on the improved plan as yet. 
But you have no doubt it will be found a great improvement whenever 

it comes to be used A very great improvement. 
Now, would you hesitate to descend any mine charged with carbon 

acid gas after an explosion, provided with this apparatus, to draw out the 

bodies of the sufferers !— No, | would not. 
That is, you have full confidence that you would be able to prosecute 

your search for any person who has suffered, without risk to yourself — 
Yes; tam so confident of it, that if they were in a torpid state I could 
fetch them out of it were a mine distant 
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longer life and advitiopal facts would have induced him (Sir H. Davy) 
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tried in France !—Yes. 

“hat had closed for 37 years. 

Had otber workmen failed in entering 

attempt 15 years previous. 

a peal nee in entering it!—I succeeded when D’Arey, the t 

chemi jailed in his attempt to enter it, or to enable others todo so. 

ae object to cleanse the current !—Yes, and to communicate with 

5 sewers, 8° that they might make it useful to that part of the city. 

And by the aid of your instrument was the object obtained 1—Yes. 

Since then you have improved upon it considerably !—Yes, very consi- 

bly. 
Then 

be prov 

itic air. 
: 

= are familiar with the cire 

ou of opinion that the 

that aperture !—Yes, they had 

subject to carbonic acid gas to 
you would recommend every mine 

for fear of accidents from me- 
ided with your apparatus !—Yes, 

umstance which took place at Newbottle 

colliery; are Y lives of those individuals who suf 

fered with Mr. Steele might have been saved if your apparatus had been 

at hand! _Yes, decidedly so; he and the others might have been saved. 

You do not put any lime into the water when you go into places filled 

ith smoke, do you t—They may put lime, or soap, or soap lees, or rub 

the sponge over with soap, and when it ts immersed in water it is satu 

in a moment. 
, 

What is the price of your apparatus now t—It will be about 1/. com 

ec, 4l. or Sl; I cannot say to a pound on this new construction. 

One was purchased of you at four guineas 1—Yes. 

Have you had a reward for this invention t—I received 50 guineas from 

the Society of Arts, and their large silver medal. His Majesty King 

George the Fourth rewarded me with his royal bounty of 100i. 

—_—————So 

Tur Mixinc Company OF IRELAND. 

following account of the property of 

by Mr. Purdy, secretary to the com- 

m the details it contains, answers will 

uiries which have been put to us 

We have been favoured with the 

the mining company of Ireland, 

y, and readily insert it, as, fro 

be found to most of the numerous enq 

on that subject. ] 

The reports of the Board of Directors of this Company are made half 

yearly, on the first Thursday in January and July, the following is the 

substance of the Board’s Report for the half year now ended ; premising 

that the company was formed in the year 1824, at Dublin, under the 

auspices of the Right Hon. the Chancellor of the Exchequer, (Mr. Spring 

Rice), who presided at the first meeting of the company, when the capital, 

£500,000, was subscribed for in half an hour, a 20,000 shares of £25, 

and of this sum £140,000 has been paid to the treasurers, and applied in 

opening and working the numerous mines of copper and lead, collieries 

and slate quarries under lease to the company, as described in the subjoined 

summary of the board’s report. 
; 

It appears from the report, that the value of the minerals raised 

by the company within the half year is £25,620 16s. 6d., which cost, 

including expense of establishment, £22,254 8s. dd., leaving & pro 

fit of £3,366 8s. 2d., of which £1,824 Gs, Sd. has been expended in 

opening additional mines, and erecting machinery, and the balance is 

added to the company’s capital stock. 

In the report is detailed the progress made, and the present prospects 

at cach of the company’s concerns— details for which we have not space-— 

and it concludes as follows. 

“Here your Board mig 

taking into consideration the 

ing at a distance, in estimating the 

anxiety expressed by several of them fo 

the company’s affairs than has hitherto been given in half yearly reports, 

it is thought advisable, on the present oc
casion, to add a general view of the 

company’s investments under the provisions of their Act of Parliament, 

and Deed of Association. 
: 

“ And first, as regards the Knochmabon copper mines, the most t- 

teresting on the present occasion, because the most profitable of the com- 

pany’s concerns. Those mines are held on leases for thirty-one years, 

with the exception of a part held in perpetuity, at a rent of five per cent. 

of the produce. ‘Those leases include all minerals within a tract extend. 

ing over three miles on the course of the lodes, of which twenty four have 

been partially opened and worked by former adventurers. Of those lodes, 

one only has yet been extensively worked by the company, but all have 

been found to yield copper and le ad ores of superior quality; the average 

former exceeding ten Pp r cent. of copper. 

«“ These mines being situated on the coast, the ores are shipped on 

peculiarly advantageous terms, the freight to Swansea not exceeding 

4s. 6d. per ton in summer, or Gs. Gd. in winter. Another important ad 

vantage possessed by the company at these mines, arises from the ample 

water-power obtained, by which means the entire operations at the mines 

—pumping water, crushing the richer and stamping the poorer ores, and 

washing the entire, are performed with economy and dispatch, patent 

machinery being applied with bene ficial effect in the washing department, 

“ The machinery erected for these purposes consists of four water 

wheels, one of forty feet, one of thirty, one of fifteen, and one of twelve 

feet diameter; from the first, which is applied to pumping only, the 

power is cony eyed by means of flat rods on the surface, to several shafts at 

various angles, the most distant shaft being nearly a mile from the wheel 

—the other wheels are applied to crushing, stamping and washing the 

ores, the water passing in succession from the thirty feet wheel to the 

fifwen and twelve, the effective fall of water being forty-eight feet, to ob 

tain which, three water leats or courses have been made, in all nearly 

twelve miles in length. 

“ The company’s success in working 

have been so far principally confined, has induced the board, on the re 

commendation of the managing agent at the mines, Capt. Petherick, whose 

is placed, to direct that several others shall be 

and three of them have accordingly been 

and found to yield copper ore of rich 

bt with propriety conclude their report, but 

difficulty experienced by shareholders resid 

value of their investment, and the 

r further information relative to 

produce of the 

the lode, to which the operations 

reports great confidence 

opened and extended upon, 

opened within the last halt-year, 

quality. 

plied in pumping, 
the blocks. 

j 

© The Glendalough royalty io which is included Laganure and Here 

Lead mines is also an important mi ral district, extending over sixty 

klow, beld on lease for thirty-one years, 

from his Grace the Lord Archbishop of Dublin, at a commuted rent of 

£92 Gs, 2d. per annum. The ores obtain: d in this district (principally 

cubical galena, yielding seventy per cent. of lead), are removed, when 

dressed, to the company's smelting works at Ballycorus, where by means 

of a water wheel, thirty feet diameter, the lead 

drawn into pipes, or ts e¢ 

then disposed of at the company 

“ The operations at these mines, where sixteen 

built for the accommodation of the persons employed, 

aided by an adit driven three hundred fathoms 

by which one of the lodes has been unwatered 

suuare miles of the county of Wi« 

’s warehouse in Dublin. 

good houses have been 

are performed by 

means of water power, 

into the Luganure mountain, 

to the depth of forty eng ht fathoms. 

“ The collieries in the barony of Shevar 

pany for 41 years, at rents varying from one-cig 

produce, extend over veral miles of the district, and contain upwards of 

seven hundred acres of coalfield, in a considerable part of which there 

are three workable seams. lo this district alone the company have occa 

sion to employ steam power, and have five steam engines on different parts 

i houses for the accommodation of 
of the field, with upwards of filly good 

agents and workmen. Levels have also been driven to a considerable ex 

tent for uowatering other poruons of the coal, and a deep level is in pro 

gress which will, in aboul three years, ¢ nable your Board to apply to other 

purposes of the company two of the steam engines erected, with the prt 

work connected therewith, 

“The coal and culm raised at these collieries is sold at remunerating 

Prices at the pits, and from the forward state of the works, and the satis 

factory estimates and reports of the manager at the collieries, Mr 

Nicholson, your Board has reason to entertain expectations of profit to 

the company, gradually increasing in amount, from this branch of your 

vty. 
© The Killaloe Slate Quarries, held on lease for 3) years at a rent of 

£300 per annum, form another very important portion of your property, 

and from the satisfactory state in which the quarries have been placed by 

Liberal expenditure in improvements and machisery, and in making roads 

and shipping places, together sith the improving quality of, and imereas 

ing demand for, the slates, your Board antcipates satisfactory returns 

from the concern, the principal operalions being now performed by means 

of the water-wheels erected, oc 30 feet, the other 12 feet diameter, sp 

lach, under lease to the com 

bth to one-tenth of the 

wnverted into shot as occasion requires, and is | 

| owing to the dearness of fuel, the propre 

is rolled into sheets, or | ! ope. 

in the most economical manper, 

other 18 feet diameter, receiving the water in succession, 

pumping, winding, and the other operations in progress ; 

have a favourable opinion of the 

your Board of Management, it may 

addition to the concerns enumerated, 

or other circumstances shall afford sufficient inducement. 

be advisable to advert to the Company's stock 

£10,788 9s. 10d., on mortgage 
to several valuable farms and 

the more advantageous working of your mines, as set 

of accounts presented herewith. 

desired; and that yeur 

of your property will receive additional confirmation in the future pro- 

gress of your works.” 

charge of the 

The founder of the Foley family, whe 
bridge, was often witness of the immense 

dividing the rods of iron, necessary in the 

discovery of the process called splitting, in works ealled splitting-mills, 

was first made in Sweden, and the consequence of this 

or any thing like ultimate object, he was received inte 

disappeared from amongst bis 

enriched himself and greatly benefitted bis countrymen. 

MERCIA: AND CC AZ 
in raising the slate blocks aad rubbish, and in sawing 

—_- ware of our first apparatus being . : 

Are yo eit ied I tried it under the ground on
 which the Bastile | the, * 

eo 
The remaining euacern to be treated of Hen

n for SI years, from 

jed hat im some sewers, OF under ground excavations 1—It was in a | near Clonmel , with 10 acres of land, on lease for 3] years, 

we 
Lady Osborne, at a rent of £92 6s. 2d. per annum ; for worki

ng of whieh, 
two water-wheels, one of 30 feet, the 

are ied in 
and your Board 

future productiveness of the concern. 

In thus describing the property acquired by you under the direction of 

be necessary to remind you that, in 

the company hold leases of several 

nines not worked at present, which may be opened when prices of metals 
It may also 

of mineral produce, 

and to the debt due by Lord Audsey, 

of his estate in the county of Cork ; also 

other properties purchased with a view to 
forth in the abstract 

mounting to £19,927 1s. 

“ It is hoped that the foregoing Report and explanation, with the sub. 

oined abstract of accounts, will afford to shareholders the information 

Board’s favorable opinion of the increasing value 

N. B.—Messrs. Foster and Braithwaite, 64, Old Broad Street, have 

Company's books for transfers in London. 

—— 

Inox Works—INTRODUCTION OF THE SPLITTING Micis rwto Enotann 

was a fiddler, living near Stour- 

labour and loss of time caused by 

process of making nails. The 

advance in art were 

most disastrous to the manufacturers of iron about Stourbridge. Foley 

the fiddler was shortly missed from his accustomed rounds, and was not 

again seen for many years. 

what means the process of splitting of bars of 

and, without communicating bis intention to a single human being, he pro 

ceeded to Hull, and thenee, 

He had mentally resolved to ascertain by 

iren was accomplished ; 

without funds, worked his passage to the 

he begged and fiddled bis way to 

the iron foundries, where, after a time, he became an universal faverite 

with the workmen; and from the apparent entire absence of intelligence 

the works, to every 

ae of which he had access. He took the advantage thus offered, and 

aving stored his memory with observations and all the combinations, be 

kind friends as he had appeared, no one 

On his return to England he communicated his 

and another person in the neighbour 

and by whom the necessary buildings 

were erected, and machinery provided, When at length everything was 

prepared, it was found that the machinery would not act; at all events it 

did not answer the sole ead of its ereetion—it would not split the bar of 

iron. Foley disappeared again, and it was concluded that shame and 

mortification at his failure had driven him away for ever. Not so; again, 

thouch somewhat more speedily, he found his way to the Swedish iren- 

works, where he was received most joy fully; and to make sure of their 

fiddler, he was lodged in the splitting mill itself. Here was the very aim 

and end of his life attained beyond his utmost hope. He examined the 

works, and very soon discovered the cause of his failure. He now made 

drawings, or rude tracings; and, having abided an ample me to verify 

his observations, and to impress them clearly and vividly on his mind, he 

made his way to the port, and once more returned to England, This 

time he was completely suceessful, and by the sesults of his experience 
This | hold to 

be the most extraordinary instance, of credible devolion in modern times. 

S. 7’. Coleridge. 

Swedish iron port. Arrived in Sweden, 

knew whence or whither, 

voyage and its results to Mr. Knight 

hood, with whom he was associated, 

- eo --——— 

Minera Weattn oF Spar. 

Mines of gold and silver were formerly both numerous and very pro 

ductive in Spain, but since the 

entirely neglected. Gold is still found in the 

rivers, and silver mines were worked within a 

them however are now abandoned, owing to want of means 

the water. 
The principal mineral wealth of Spain consists in its quie 

at Almaden, situated in the provine 

on account of the Crown; indeed, Spain supplies the greater part of the 

world with this metal, there no other mines of quicksilver of any 

consequence, excepting those at Idria in the Austrian dominions. 

mines at Almaden have been worked since 

continue very productive; they are 

contain three principal veins, one of whi 

ounces of mercury to the pound of ore 

being 

much as ten 
The average quan 

tity of quicksilver raised every year at Almaden is about two millions of 

present sold under a con 
pounds weight. The produce of the mine is at 

8 52 a quiptal, equal & 
tract to be delivered in Cadiz, at the rate of 

216 1b. The quantity 

the last year was upwards of 14 million of }bs, and of which 650,000 lhe 

were exported to Mexico, and round Cape Horn. 

The only Copper mines at present worked in Spain, are those situates 

at Rio Tinto, in the province of Jaen, the ores are said to be rich, although 

bh mixed with iron 
difficult of reduction, being muc 

Crown, and bave latterly been workes 
These mines also be long to the 

under the direction of some Sweedish miners, 

encouragement the produce ts ine onsiderable. 

The lead mines at Linarez, also = 

very rich, and have been worked of late years to a considerable extent 

large quantities of ke ad ores having been sent to I ngland for reduction 

from some in pediment however the export has iatterly ceased altogether 

The province of Biscay « 

rich, and being free from sulphur are easily smelted, 

and malleable iron, admirably adapted for converting inte 

yielding @ very nal 

steel. 

mines are mostly situated in the 

those pear Mondragun, and Somorvstro, Bear 

Biseay, used in former Umes to manufacture a 

year, but the destruction of th 

for making charcoal, has very much reduced the 

tors are losing money 

Bilboa 

; few forge 

now smelt more than fifty tons of iron a year 

A mine of plumbage or black lead has been 

period at Real Monasterio, in the provines of Seville; the one 

and of very good quality 

The only other metallic produce 

which metal there is an extremely rich aim at 

Morena. likewise worked on account of Ux Crown, Use 

dant and perfectly pure 

Coal has not hitherto been met wit 

yet has been discovert din Aragon 

particularly in Murcia 

Mineral salt is very abundant in varion 

remarkable mine of rock salt at Cardona in the 

mountain containing which is “0 feet in height, and ext nde nearly thre 

miles in cipeumference, forming one val 

of ealt are made from the salt springs i 

are also very extensive salt pans in the Bay 

The marbles of Spain are beth 

those from the quarnes of Murcia, Valen 

a. ao - 

Mudela, in the Sverr 

h in Spain, buta valuable stratum « 

Suiphur 

imass of salt. Large quantitt 

Murcia and Valencia 

of Cadiz. 

ia, and Granada. 

Ascirst Minixe 

imperiectiy underetoud 

theories and idle specalations which 

haman mind 

and it is highly amusing to take 

which were grevely advanced, sa 

Thos 

a retrospect 

cowed as prof mond wiediom. 

and places of the chief 

discovery of America they have been almost 

sands of several of the 
very late period, most of 

for draining off 

ksilver mines 

of La Manche, and which are worked 

The 

the earliest period, and still 

situated in a hill of sandstone, and 

h is exceedingly rich, giving as 

of quicksilver imported into Great Britain during 

but from the want of proper 

tuated in the province of Jaen, are 

sbounds with iron mines, the ores are extre mely 

Then 

mountains, the principal of which are 

The provimee of 

bout 4,000 tons of iron @ 

forests and consequent scarcity of woad | 

number of forges, and | 

worked for a conside rable 

is abundant 

of Spain worth notice is antimony, of 

ore is very abun 

occurs in varius parts, bul 

s parts of Spain; there ts 8 thost 
province of Catalonia, the 

There 

numerous and valuable, particularly 
a. 

wing extract from a very teresting and amuend 

“ The nature of mining was in thos times (the reign of Henry V.) tery 

Science had wot emerged from those vesonery 

long cramped the energies of the 

As to Geology, it Was 8 ee unknown sod uathought of, 

of the whimsical notin 

4 vo doubt ot that time implisly re- 

co Sir John Pettio's History, Lowe, 

lines and Mineral Works im England, &e. 

hills and mountains, according to the proportion of the dedlegs, and ae 

spaces into valieys, which have ever since continued in their wonderful 
and pleasant ions, the sewina/ virtues of all sublunary things being 

locked up and more durably preserved in theus; and yet from thence they 
are transmitted through terrene pores, either from thew own eahuberancioe 

or the sux or stars’ extractions, inte carious Pas 

superficral excresceness, whether vegetable orm do direct 

miners in their knowledge of the nature of the metals under them; i 

sometimes also is done by the eigwla divina or magical red, being 

other than a Aavel sticd cut in a certaia season of the stars’ aspects 

showing what rare contygncty there is between the stars, plants, animale, 

and minerals, as if they were but the seff sof those meditediian 

utrefactions.”’ The same writer then proceeds to a somewhat forced 

interpretation of Adam’s history, “of whom,” he says, “ T might tell 

you that he may be esteemed a muner from the text, where "tis said that 

God placed him in paradise, and commanded him to dig or till the earth, 

as also a refixer, de. do."’ The work contains some curious information, 

from which the following extracts are made as illustrative of the state of 

mining at that period, 
« The adit is from the Latin word editws, that is to say, an " 

passage, or approach to a thing. And this is usually made on the 

of the hill, but towards the bottom about 4, 5, or 6 feet high and 8 

wide, in the nature of an arch, sometimes cut in the rock, and ae 

— with timber, so that the sole or bottom of this adit may answer 

the bottom of the shaft, butsomewhat lower, so that the water may have 

sufficient current to pass away, which is exactly known by the ordinary 

ways of dialling, or the workman's keeping the water at his foot whea 

there is any. And he is directed toward the shaft by a needle toushed with 

a loadstone, the using whereof is called dialling, and by this aad other 

arts the water is conveyed away with more ease and lows charge than by 

pumps. And by these adits the fumes, dumps, and unwholesome vapours 

are better dispersed, which otherwise might endanger the miners; but if 

any of them be surprised with such a damp, so as for the present he may 

be a ey of his senses, he is drawn up out of the mine, and they dig a 

little hole in the earth, and lay him on bis belly with his mouth to the 

fresh earth of that hole which speedily recovereth him,’” 

* Kvidently an error of the press for petrifying. 

Pati Sa 

TRADITIONARY FRAGMENTS OF MINING HISTORY, 

BY A CORNISHMAN, 

The Pair, or Sober John and Capt. Joe. 

Cuar, X. 

Captain Joe bad scarcely time to diseover that he had got jote the 

box before his candle was extinguished, and he began to roar 

Searcely had he made this demand when crash went 

* Holloa! hotloa!” cried he, 

wrong 
lustily for a light. 

the shower-bath about his head and ears. 

“Pm used to wet shafts home to ¢ ormwall, but how the dewee did I 

Crash went the shower-bath again, and Captain _ 

after a splash and «platter, bawled out “ ring, stop the engine, I say ad 

said be, “ring, stop the engine.” By this time the Bull aad Mouth 

people were on the landing place, and sober Joha demanded of his com 

rade where he was, and what ailed him? And Captain Joe begged bim 

most piteously “ to ring, stop the engine, or call to the sumpmen to do 

so.’ “ Ring yourself,” said Sober Jobo. Just then Captain Joe, in 

groping about, had laid hold of the string of the shower. bath, and taking 

it for the bell line, began to ring at slow time, pulling seme six or eight 

gallons of cold water over his person at every stroke, so that there was fo 

longer occasion for the secret agency of Buots or Betty, After ringing 

in this way some eight or mine times, the reservoir whieh supplied the 

bath with water became exhausted, he ceased to ring, and on opening the 

door, there was the bog-merohant dripping and puffing, and spluttering 

like any porpoise. On getting him into the landing place Captain Joe 

said, that he * thought at fest that the clock was gone, but he believed 

that it only got a chip, and that the lift had again eatehed her water, 

which fortunate cireumstance he owed his life, for he was never so near 

being drowned before.” Betty had by this time commenced changing 

him, pitying him all the while, and by the time she had got bim to 

“hull,” Boniface had made him a good wth glass or two of toddy, and 

all was well again, Had this adventure happened to any other lodger, 

it would have been deemed anything but badierows, but happening 

to Captain Joe, it wae viewed in its true character, and was the souree 

of much merriment at the Bull and Mouth, Captain Joe himself 

was apt to laugh at his adventure in the wet shaft, and has many 

times been heard to sy, that “if he could always keep as wel om, 

side as he was outeide during that adventure, be would never trouble his 

head about selling bala." Some time aflor he had to spend the evening 

with a friend or two at some little distance from his lodgings, and te- 

on the Bull and Mouth people retiring, Hoots and Betty 

volunteered to sit up to receive him, prede termined to serve bim another 

trick. It waa dreadfully cold might, and while Captain Joe was on his 

way home, it commenced snowing mont tremendously, avd in his haste to 

reach the Ball and Mouth, he was agate out in hie dialling, he overshot > 

his mark, and was sadly puzzled to find his quarters, In those days that 

part of the metropolis was neither lighted nor watehed, as now; the 

inhabitants usually retired at an early bour, and slept almost unmolested 

until Aurora again ushered in the day, coasequently there was bo one to 

l show him the way home, He had rang and knocked at seve ral doors, and 

kept roaring out “ miesed my way,” but on euch a night people were slow 

to get out of warm beds to peer about the streets, and answer the ques. 

| tions of a bewildered traveller. After traversing i. Martin's le Grand in 

all ite length and breadth some dozen times, Captain Joe began to suspect 

that he was “ Pisheyled,” and being awake to all the Cornuah soperstiGens 

the laughing imp, be turne d several of bis pockets ineide out in 

however, was ineffectual, he was quite a 

much bewildered as before, and t try the efficacy of a more powerfe charm 

he stripped in the snow and turned bis inexpreseibles. This broke the spell, 

and the hobgoblin Gading that be could no longer lead the hog merebant 

by the now, like St Daunetan led the devil, fan off, to use Captain Joe's 

own words, “like the tail piped cur, and lughing like « piskey,” 

Having recovered his reckoning, he steered direct for the Ball and Mouth, 

but bis troubles were far from being over He roared for admission ia @ 

voice of thunder, but the storm roared too, and #0 steeped were the senses 

i. the people of the Bull and Mouth in forgetiulnes, that not a saul 

into one here 1" 

, 
maining out late, 

4 

t) 
respecting 

order to break the spell, this, 

eirred. There wae no ringing, for Boots and Betty had silenewd the 

| bell, and closed their before the kitehen fire, and as there are 

none deafer than thos who won't hear, he had te buffet the pitilecs otorm 

for at least another howr at the door of the fall end Mouth, At leneth 

he got quite mad, aed, like the old man in the fable, finding words useless, 

he proceeded to blows, and carried on bie action wf amault and battery 

agatnat the door of the domicile ill the Ball and Mouth shook to its ve 

basis. Hoots and Hetty oow thought it convenient to throw off the 

lumbers, and both of them, tn & half sleepy and frightened tone, vagerly 

demanded who was at the door, and what wae wanted! ¢ aptain Joe de- 

wore that * the moment he crossed the thrwahold, 

he would crush the wgly carcase of Boots into a mummy.” Boots saw 

what a storm he had been belping to brew, and knowing that the bog- 

merebant would he as good as hie word, like the prodent governor oft 

instead of throwing open the eity gates to an amt 

left him to effet an cmirence a be beet might, 

Here wae further delay, A 

tone , and Betty, 

r s 
a 

eye 

of 

e 
.. | nanded admisuen, and 

besieged city, 

powerful enemy, be 

and retired imts the citadel. 

heid with Betty, but in the same angry 

that the better tof valour is diseretion, followed guverhor 

the citadel, aad it was not until Boniface bimertf came dows stairs that 

hudioroas figure of the hog-tner baat 
[We make the foll 

work entitled An Accownt of the Mining Districts of Alston Moor, i¢ apiain Joe goat wimienon The 

Weardalr, and Teesdale, by 7 Sopwith, Land and Mine Sarveyor.] would have tarned the gravity of any judge tapes turey i tine heat ont 

t of laughter, and retreated at 
oterving it, involamtarily burst inte « 4 

fail speed. 11 was weil for ham that © 

to overtake bits , indeed it is only at 

tw the sort of natural testinet whieh drow 

that Boniface escaped pereonating the mummy o 6 

mixchicvous domestic. Captain Jor roptieued ta vom vengeniee 
ot ployed 

the Bhoir estabisehmment, aod vasious weant Were ; 

to pacify him. Boots and Betty acting om the proverb, “ peace w 

too much benumbed a Joe one 
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catch a mouse,” were neither to be seen nor heard; and a variety of con” 

ses wore afloat, 08 to where they had taken up their quarters. The 

hog-merchant was getting more and more obstropolous, and no one dared 

venture farther than their bed room doors, until Sober John screwed 

up his courage and advanced by inches, saying a great many = 

soothing things, in the true spirit ofa messenger of peace. But on catching 

the first glimpse of his comrade, he caught the infection, and immediately 

commenced laughing as heartily as either Boniface or the Piskey; and 

although he beat an equally quick retreat, he narrowly escaped being run 

through with a spit by his infuriate comrade. Having made a safe 

retreat, Sober Jolin, like a prudent general, called a council of war, in 

which it was agreed that an aide-de-camp, in the person of the cook, 

should be sent forth to endeavour to bring the enemy to terms, under the 

tection of a flag of truce. Mrs, Drippingfat, having put on her most 

demure look, cautiously advanced to within a humble distance of the 

enraged hog-merchant, and with a bland smile, and in a soothing tone, 

asked him what he would like to take for supper! ‘This did the business. 

Captain Joe followed her like a lamb into the pantry, overhauled its con- 

tents—made his choice—and in a trice the supper table was laid out 

before the kitehen fire. 
(To be continued.) 
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NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 

P ived too late for insertion 

yo ay gs ee ee tale ener We listen not to anonymous scribblers 

Sete of the Mining Journal — We renew our request to Agents or parties posses- 

sing Now. 1, and 2, to furnish us with them at the earliest opportunity “ 

Map of Cornwall.—We are forwarding this matter with all reasonable expe- 

dition 

THE MINING JOURNAL 
AND COMMERCIAL GAZETTE. 

LONDON, January 16, 1636, 

The observations which we felt ourselves called on to make 

in our last two numbers on the subject of the formation of com- 

panies and directorships, have very naturally been somewhat 

unpalatable to those to whom our remarks were more par- 

ticularly directed ; while others have considered them as too 

generally condemnatory, and thus including several compa- 

nies to which they could not be said to apply :—that we may at 

least convince our readers we were perfectly justified in the 
course we pursued, perhaps a word or two in illustration of the 

correction of our position may suffice, 

The object we Mad alone in view, was that of attracting the 

attention of those who are about embarking their capital in 

mining operations, to the class of merchant directors resident 

in Cornwall, who are too well informed not to admit the jus- 

tice and force of our observations as relates to supplies ; for we 

need only refer to scenes of almost daily occurrence in the 

county of Cornwall, of disputes amongst themselves as to the 

charges made for materials and supplies to the mine, although 

they go upon the system of “ Give and take,” to be fully borne 

out in cautioning the public, ere they become the dupes of 

those, who are certain of doing well, whatever may be the 

success of the adventurers. 

It is without regard to any particular mine or board of 
directors that we speak thus plainly ; for it’ is only necessary 

for the public to ask themselves one or two questions with the 

prospectus before them, to form their opinion as to the objects 

of the promoters of the undertaking. First, let them enquire 

who are the parties, if Messrs. A. B. and C., as self-appointed 

directors, are they men of known character and respectability, 

are they directors in other concerns of alike nature, if so, how 

many, ‘and are they making directorshi sa trade or are they 

interested in selling the mine which they profess to manage ; 

or perhaps it may be found on enquiry they are merchants, 

as in the cases referred to, who supply the mines with materials 

of inferior quality, at an excessive cost, having the anditing of 

their own accounts, While the shareholders have only to supply 

the necessary funds, 
So lost to every sense of propriety or delicacy, are some of 

those parties that we find directions formed of Cornish mer- 

chants without a London adventurer, although it is to London 

they look for the capital, while we have every reason to believe 
that the concerns they are desirous of foisting on the public, 

have beenalready tried unsatisfactorily. Unsatisfactory we will 

admit to those who have lost their money, but satisfactory at least 

to those, conversant with mining, so far as to enable them to 

arrive at the conclusion, that the mine is worthy another trial, 
and that is to sell her. 
We last week adverted to a Company, in which we stated, 

that the qualification of the Directors formed about one-third | 

of the capital considered necessary for effectually working the | 

mines, and therefore expressed our sur wise that it should | 

have been found necessary to form a Public Company to raise | 

the other two-thirds, or about £3,000, As we are informed | 

that we were rather hasty in drawing the deductions we did, we | 

are most anxious to set ourselves right with the public, and | 

place the subject before them in its proper light. 

It appears, thon, that the 340 shares taken by the Directors as 
their qualification, is not a part of the 1000, which the pro- 

prictors “ had agreed to part with,” reserving as they did the 

remaining 1000 with “ £5 per share paid thereon, as the con 

sideration or purchase money of the mines: but it turns out that 

these 350 shares form a portion of the 1000 reserved shares, 80 | 

that unwittingly the secret ix out, the directors are the sellers | 

of the mine in question, they take their 360 shares with £5 

paid, so that no capital is required from them while they coolly 

voket £5000 as purchase money. It is such acts, as we have 

fore observed, that bring mining into discredit, and we can- 

nat too frequently caution the public in joining schemes of this 
nature, nor impress on them too strongly the necessity and 

importance of enquiring for themselves into the objects of the 
concoctors of the company, 

One word more as to merchants and their mines, and the 

system pursued by mine brokers or share-jobbers ; a class of 

whom we shall hereafter have occasion to speak, One of the 

Prospectuses which has come before us is to work a certain 

mine in the county of Cornwall; some shares in which a 

friend of ours purchased at some £30 or £40 per share tm 
London while they were to be had at £7 or £8 in the county ; 
but then he had the advantatye of the aid and local intelligence 
of a Cornish mine agent: this same mine was tried we sup- 

pose, we must say only partially, and was considered, we have 

some reason to believe as worthy of being Anocked ; but, say the 
merchant-directors, give it one more trial, if it will not work 
with advantage toa private company in G4 shares it may to a 

blic one ; and as we multiply the number of shares, so are 

prospects of success, in hike manner encreased ; while of 

| 
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one thing we are certain, if we form the direction ; if we supply 
the materials, we cannot lose much, and we can see that no one 
imposes on us however we may impose on others. But we 
have said enough, one word er at parting—read and 
judge for yourselves—ask who are the sellers? what the 
purchase-money ? who the directors ? and look at your money 
twice before you part with it once.—It may go into safe keep- 
ing—that is, to be kept. 

THE FUNDS. 

CITY. —Fatpay. 

The occurrence of two settling days this week, viz.: in Consols and 
foreign securities, has not produced much movement of any kind in the 
funds. The opening or account day in Consols took place on the Mth, 
ang exhibited, on the whole, a surplus quantity of stock. This symptom, 
however, is scarcely worthy of notice, the continuation or interest for loans 
on the security of Consols from the January to the February account not 
having exceeded 3.16, or about 2 per cent. interest for moncy. It turns 
out, in fact, as might be expected, that the late rise of price from 914 to 
924, 93 has, as usual, produced the double effect of inducing one portion 
of the public to realise, while the others have declined any purchases at an 
advance. 

Consols, which commenced on Saturday 914 § exdiv., close this even- 
ing 903 91. Exchequer Bills and India Bonds remain nearly as last 
week ; the former 18, 20.; and India Bonds, 4. 6. 

The Foreign Bond Account of the 15th was settled to-day, and having 
heen preceded, as on several recent occasions, by the sales of parties who 
appear to be desirous of realising the profit resulting from the late advance 
in Spanish Bonds, the prices of this security declined yesterday to about 
494. The pressure abated, however, at the close of the day, and at the 
actual settlement of the account this morning, the Bonds again advanced 
and close this evening at 504. 

days past, the public here and at Paris not appearing to coincide in opi- 

plan of finance must by any necessity: portend a favourable result. On 

exist, owing to the extraordinary war expenditure, and the public here and 
on the Continent are therefore looking with much anxiety for the solution 
of the question by what means is the deficit to be supplied. The continued 
delays of the Spanish Government in the measures which were expected to 
be speedily adopted for the sale of convent lands have also operated un- 
favourably, and the belief of the bondholders that the Spanish Government 
is disposed still to proceed in an honest and straightforward course, appear 
to be chiefly sustained by the circumstance that the Ministry do not appear 
as yet to have lost the support of the patriotic party in the Chamber. 

The other reports this week as to Spanish affairs appear to be of a fa 
vourable character. It is stated that the Commercial Treaty which has 
been lately discussed between the Spanish Government and ours is sus- 
pended for the present at the request of the former, on the plea that it will 
be more consistent with the honour of both parties that the Treaty should 
be finally settled when the period arrives at which Spain, being released 
from the insurrection in Biscay, may be supposed to treat upon equal 
terms, 

With regard to the reported guarantee by England of a loan of two 

millions for Spain, it is believed that our Government, which has advanced 

to Parliament a guarantee for any aid required in money. Whatever be the 
destiny of Spain, whether the great economic revolution now in pro- 
gress is to be effected by peaceable means under the constitution of the 
Chambers, or by an armed struggle against the monks and their party, 
it is strongly felt here, that it is the interest of England to assist in the 
revival of energy, self esteem, and national government in Spain, 

and consequently to rescue her from Foreign influence, and restore 
her to national strength and independence. If from 1822 to 1825 it suited 

the policy of this country to favour loans of money to the Spanish American 
Colonies, (amounting to a nominal capital of 27 Millions), in order to res 
cue them from the Bigoted Monastic Government of the Mother Country, 
it is strongly argued now that it is also the duty and interest of this Go- 
vernment and people to assist the Spanish nation in throwing off the yoke 
of the Monks, with all its depressing influences upon industry, intelligence, 
and national improvement. 

With regard to intelligence from other parts of the Continent, the week 

has been singularly barren, By accounts received from Paris this morn- 
ing, it appears that French 4 per Cents. rose on Wednesday to 1024, 

Notwithstanding this encouraging cireumstanec, it is believed that the 

French ministry, which is in reality anxious to reduce the 5 per Cent. debt 
to 4 per Cents, will not, in fact, do any more this session than to revive 
the discussions upon this subject in the Chamber, with a view of attempt 

ing the general reduction in 1837. 

Private letters recently received from the Continent, written by persons 
generally well-informed, state that the relations between Russia and Eng 

land are such, that in the opinion of many, war is scarcely to be avoided. 
It is affirmed that in answer to applications from England, the Austrian 
Cabinet has declared that in the event of any war (maritime only) between 
England and Russia, Austria will be an armed neutral. It is also under 
stood that France is disnosed to be altogether neutral. Although these 

circumstances are by no means favourable to this Country, it appears to 
be « xpected here that Russia, being conscious of her present weakness, will 

agree to any terms which this Country may propose with regard to the 

Dardanelles as necessary to our security in the Fast. 
In the meantime, it is evident that although the actual circumstances of 

Upon the whole, the prices of Spanish Bonds have been heavy for some 

nion with M. Mendizabel that the affected and prolonged mystery in the 

the contrary, it is generally believed that a considerable deficiency must 

Ustox Goup Mines. 

Intelligence ap to the 12th ult. has been received from these 
whereby it appears that the No. 3 vein has been cutthrouzh in the Ara 
cross-cut from Reading’s shaft. The vein is large, about 4 feet feet 
com of several branches of quartz, intermixed with taleose 
dissiminated throughout with the brown oxide and sulphuret parson 
with cubical pyrites, and has a favourable appearance for gol ire, 
vein stone when broken shews gold very clearly. The engineer is gets: 
on very expeditiously with the erection of the engine and crushing mit 
The second boiler is finished and fixed in its place. Reports of the 
healthy situation of these mines are highly favourable. They are 
raising ores, and hope to begin crushing and producing gold in a shor: 
time. 

—$— 
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It has been doubted by some practical men, whether the Expense of 
making hot air would not counterbalance the subsequent gain: the 
reverse of this is said to be the result of a persevering trial made at 
Clyde iron-works, where the air, before it is thrown into the blast fog 
naces, is heated to 220 degrees of Fahrenheit in cast iron vessels, placed 
on furnaces similar to those of steam engine boilers. According to a State. 
ment in the Glasgow Chronicle, this improvement is calculated to accom. 
plish a saving of fuel in Great Britain amounting to 200,000/, per annum, 
The fact that air is not fitted to promote combustion until it reaches g 
high temperature being admitted, the question, so far as concerns the 
saving of fuel in the smelting of iron is simply this: whether it is most 
economical in respect of fuel to heat the air in the smelting furnace, where 
it comes into contact with the coke, and carries it off in the form of cay. 
bonic acid gas, or to heat it previously in a separate furnace? The experi. 
ments at Clyde iron-works show that it is heated in the separate furnage 
with one cleventh part of the fuel that is required to heat it in the smelting 
furnace, when allowed to come in contact with the coke. One reason wh 
this should be the case is obvious: in the smelting furnace the ict 
heated with coke, in the separate furnace with coals. 

Individuals who have written professionally on the subject of iron. 
smelting, have noticed as facts two circumstances which the experience of 
workmen generally corroborates, but neither of which seems to have been 
very satisfactorily accounted for. We allude to the practical discoy 
that although a strong and steadily sustained blast is essential to the pro- 
duction of a large quantity of metal, and is of itself the improvement 
which mainly characterises our modern furnaces, yet that there is an un. 
determined maximum of available blast, or amount of air blown into the 
furnace, beyond which the effect is nugatory, or injurious to the operation 
of reducing the ore. It appears then, when the volume of air injected by 
the tewyre is either too great, or driven too violently forward, instead of 
promoting combustion in the ratio of its impetus, itis carried through the 
materials unconsumed, the cokes at the same time being blown away before 
they can efficiently co.act with the fluxes; in consequence of which the 
ore falls either not at all, or but partially liquified, into the earth below, 
To avoid this evil, and at the same time to bring the blast to bear upon as 
large a surface as possible, it has been introduced on opposite sides of the 
furnace, and by this it has been most largely and economically applied, 
The quantity of air thrown into a furnace per minute has been computed 

| at upwards of seventeen thousand gallons, and at a pressure of two anda 
| half, or three pounds per square inch; if then it be correct, as chemists 
| have asserted, that six inches of vital air are absorbed in one minute by 
each individual of our species, the quantity of this element consumed by 
an ordinary blast furnace is equal to that required by 200,000 persons. It 

| may be added here, as giving some idea of the consumption of fuel in the 
military stores to a large amount, may as freely and consistently propose | smelting process alone, that according to computation, the iron-works of 

Carron, in Stirlingshire, burn annually as many coals as would be required 
by a city containing 700,000 inhabitants. —Cabinet Encyclopedia. 
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STonE QUARRIES. 

Building Stone. — England is most advantageously situated ia 
a geological sense. There is no tract of country in the world 
of equal extent, that has such vast reservoirs of coal and metal; and there 
is none that has so much and so good building stone. Our marbles may 
not be so fine as those of Italy, but our building stones are good, and may 
be obtained at a comparatively trifling expense. The great improvements 
which have been made in the construction of bricks, and their streneth 
and efficiency have tended to do away with the necessity for the use of 
stone. We have, however, many evidences of the great antiquity of the 
art of building in stone. There are in existence not only remains, but 
entire buildings of very ancient date, and some of these are objects of 
wonder, even at the present day, some from the elegance of their forms 
and others from the immense size of the materials of which they are con- 
structed. 

Stones for Masonry.—The stones most commonly used in England for 
heavy masonry, are the Reigate stone, Purbeck-stone, Free-stone, Port- 

land.stone, and Granite. Reigate or fire-stone, is a freestone, capable as 
its name imports of withstanding the effects of fire, and is therefore 
used in all those parts of a building where it is exposed to its action, 
such as hearths, ovens, and stoves. It is chiefly obtained from Sussex. 
Purbeck is a hard greyish stone, and is chiefly used for pavements, It 
is capable, from its very compact texture of being wrought to a very 

smooth face, and will bear a slight polish. There are several kinds of 
freestone, and they are obtained in different places. When first taken 
from the quarries, freestone is, in general, very soft, but by exposure to 
the atmosphere becomes much harder. It may at first be easily cut with 
a common saw, and may be worked almost as easily as a piece of timber; 
but after exposure to the atmosphere for a few weeks, it becomes very 
hard. Bath-stone is one of the best freestones obtained in this country, 

this Country are flourishing, yet that the two great political parties, which 

in turn appear to administer the Government, are much more divided, and | 

factiously opposed to each other, than on previous occasions; that the cur- 

rent of public opinion runs strongly in favour of the continuance of peace, 
even although some decisive effort to curb Russia were a matter of evident 
policy, and it would follow, under such circumstances, that as there is but 
little probability of an union of parties, even upon a national question, 
that there is therefore but little chance that peace will be disturbed. | 

In all the markets for Foreign Securities, except in Spanish Bonds, | 

transactions have been upon an extremely moderate scale, and the prices 

nearly without variation, 

The market for Railway Shares has, however, exhibited a striking con 

trast to the others The advance which occurred dast week has been fol 

lowed by a further rise since Saturday in the prices of many of the Shares, 

more particularly in those of the London and Birmingham, Southampton, 

Gravesend, Croydon, and Stephenson's Brighton, for all which there has 
been a considerable demand during the greater part of the week. Brighton 

Shares have been in a very excited state this morning, on account of a 
negociation for a junction, which has for some time been pending 

between Gibb's and Stephenson's Brighton lines. The rumours on this | 
subject have been confirmed by an a lvertisement this evening, by which it 

appears that the Directors of Gibb’s Brighton will suspend the execu 
tion of their line by Merstham this session, and that a junction will take 
place between their line and Stephenson's at or near Epsom, | 

The rise in the prices ot Railway Shares this week is considered to be 

the more remarkable, as the prices of iron, which affeets these undertakings 
sensibly, in the cost of Railway bars, Xc., have again advanced con- 

siderably. 

Prices of the leading Railway Shares close this Evening as follows, 

via. i 

London and Birmingham...... sees £60 62 premium. 
Binckwall .ccccccceces eosseesess 2 29 premium. 
Brighton (Gibbs's) ......+-- epees par. 

Ditto (Stephenson's), ....6....++ e 8 premium 
Croydon... ccc cece eocecees oo ff ; premium. 
Grand Western .....cc eee eeeee is 14) premium. 

Greenwich ...e...055 anecessees st 9 premium. 
Geeweneed ccccccccccsecsccee « @ 1 premium 
Southampton ..........5.5: esse «68 1 discount. 

LATEST INTELLIGENCE. 

Crry, 12 o'CLocn.—-Consols for account, 914, 3 per Cent. Red. 91), 2; 

Exchequer Bills, IS, 20; Bast ladia Bonds, 4,6; Belgian 5 per Cents, 

1014, 2; Portuguese 5 per Cents, S4, 4; Spanish 5 per Cents. 50, 2; 
Deferred, 244, gj Passive, 16, }; Mexican, 379, 8); London and Bir 
minghbam Railway, @, 4pm. ; Greenwich, 8, 9 pm. ; Great Western, 15, | 
t4pm.; North Midland, 44, 5 pm.; United Mexican, 34, 4}; London | 
and Westminster Bank, 4, 1 pm. 

| somewhat similar to the purbeck, 

is much esteemed, 

| the piers of bridges. 

and is preferred to all others when it can be procured at a moderate price, 

for it has, in an eminent degree, the property of hardening by exposure 
to the air, and is not apt to chip and peel as many others are. “It is a fine 
sandy grit of a whitish colour, and from the ease with which it is worked, 
is well adapted for chimney pieces, jambs for windows and doors, the 
dressings of windows, and for other external work. Portland stone is 

but softer and whiter, is raised in much 
larger blocks from the quarry, and is of very extensive use in building; 
it will not, however, stand the fire, but well endures the vicissitudes of the 
weather. Itis, perhaps, the best common stone for building, having suffi- 
cient hardness, durability, and equality of texture for every purpose in 
building, added to which its comparative cheapness, and the large size in 
which the blocks are or may be raised, makes it vastly superior to the 
purbeck, Granite has of late been very much used in building, particularly 
where strength and durability are required. This stone bas a ve ry hard 
erystalline structure, and resists the usual methods of working. It is re 
duced to the form required, by pecking, with a kind of hammer, some 
what similar to a pick-axe. Itis found in large quantities in many parts 
of the West of England, particularly in that district called Dartmoor’s, 
near Plymouth, though it is a prevailing rock throuchout Cornwall. It 
also abounds in many parts of Scotland, that brought from Aberde: noshire 

Phis stone is particularly valuable in those situations 
| where there is much wear, as, for instance, in the ste ps of public buildings, 
the curd stones of pavements, the pavement or earriage.way of roads, and 

Waterloo and London bridges are almost wholly 
composed of granite, both of which will long remain as monuments to the 
skill and talent of the architects who designed and constructed them. 

Smeaton's Huilder’s Manual. 

PP 

Meteoric Iron.—M. Gruithausen of Munich, has discovered indu- 
bitable proofs of lunar habitancy—high roads and a colossal edifice 
—perhaps a lunatic asylum; a rail-road, to ascertain the accu- 
racy of the discovery, is announced, and the surveyors are the 
Messrs. Gireen. By the bye, why should not the large pieces of 
iron, found in different parts of the world, and which astrono- 
mers and geologists tell us have been ejected from the moon, be 
part of an old rail-road, or the exploded portions of a boiler ? 

Menai Bridge.—tn that wonderful structure the Menai suspen- 
sion bridge, the effect of the expansion and contraction of the chains 
by heat and cold is ingeniously provided for, by passing the chains 
over rollers placed upen the top of the towers over which they are 
slung. In 130, when the mercury Was 18 deg. below the freezing 
point, it was found that the bridge, which we ghed more than 
twenty thousand tons, had risen six inches and a half above its 
level, and the extremes between its relaxing on the hottest, and its 
contraction on the coldest day, is more than a foot. 
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and being worked to the extent of their power, from torty to fifty 

‘oms from the surface, and the lodes frequently becoming poor before 

r about that depth, the mines were as frequently abandoned under the idea 

oat they must needs be worthless below the different points where the 

Jodes had ceased to be productive ; and that even if the lodes were not 

exhausted it surpassed the wit and ingenuity of man to devise more effec . 

tive means of drainage. Accident had frequently developed the power of 

steam, and the inventive faculties of man were taxed in order to turn that 

wer to account; these were not exercised in vain, as the gigantic powers 

i the steam engine soon demonstrated. Bolton and Watt, and steam 

engines were now on every tongue; yet, aided by this surprising power, the 

most sanguine scarcely dared anticipate piercing the earth’s crust far be- 

ond a hundred fathoms, and the few who dared extend their views so far, 

were laughed at by the many as enthusiastic visionaries. Subsequently 

the single engine was doubled, and the hopes of the sanguine appeared to 

be better founded; but, with several draught lifts of boxes hung to her 

nozzle, the steam engine was still a sluggish operative power; the box lifts 
made way for plungers; the hitherto sluggish machine came in and out 

of doors with almost equal ease, and the most incredulous acknowledged 

her almost unlimited power. We now see the anticipated power of this 
wonderful machine multiplied, how many fold we are not sufficiently versed 

in hydraulics to determine ; and the engineers, who so lately figured in the 

columns of the Mining ./ournal, having one and all simultaneously quitted 
the arena, we must no doubt remain in blessed ignorance of the matter. 

One thing, however, is certain, we behold the wonderful productions of our 

valuable mines extending to far more than double the depth to which in 
the old “ high and palmy state ” of mining they were considered to extend, 
or, extending, to be attained. We behold these indispensable treasures still 
extending, and still attainable, through that potent agent the steam engine, 
which is daily being rendered more effective through the wit, the ingenuity 

and the necessities of man. Seeing that the far greater part of the min- 
ing operations, alluded to in this brief and hasty sketch, have been effected 

within the memory of our sires, and not a little of them indeed before our 
own eyes—seeing that these operations, extensive as they may appear to 
our limited comprehensions, have as yet comparatively speaking scarcely 
penetrated the crust of our globe, who will dare to limit the boundary to 
which the valuable mineral productions of this country may extend, or to 
confine that expansive foree by which they are so readily and so profitably 

attained ! 

coveries, 
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MINING CORRESPONDENCE. 

Enetisn MINEs. 

Norta Cornwatt Mryinc Company, Wheal Thomas, Jan. 9, 1836. 
Since our last report, the eastern end of 17 fathom level is improved; 
west end at same level not quite so good. We are sorry to inform you 
that there has been but little done in Wheal Thomas since our last report, 
in consequence of breaking the crank in the Water Wheel, we are to havea 
new one on Monday ; there is no particular alteration in the 8 fathom level 
since our last.—Wheal Hope. The adit level continues much the same; 
ground rather harder in the 12 fathom level, with increased quantity of 
mundic, but no improvement in regard of lead as yet. No alter- 
ation in the twenty fathom level this week. We have been through 
the 28 fathom level as far east as Eastern shaft level standing 
very secure, there must be some repairs about the shaft. We have also 
been through the 38 fathom level; found this level standing very well 40 
fathom east of Engine shaft. We commenced on Wednesday morning to 
drop the lift in Engine shaft, our progress was impeded by some timber 
across the shaft under water, so that we were n@t able to drop more than 
15 feet. We have forked the water to that depth, and our shaft men have 
been down this day, and removed some of the timber, and we hope to be 
enabled on Monday next to drop below the 48 fathom level. The lead 
dressed and weighed in this month is 2 ton 6 ewt. Joun Borwase. 

Potnreen Minina Company, Jan. 9, 1836.—I beg leave to inform 
you that we have again commenced desuing the lode in the bottoms and 
deep adit end. The preparatory work for sinking under the shallow adit 
at Stainsby’s engine shaft will be completed early in the ensuing week, and 
also at Thomas’s whim shaft, under the middle level. At Vice's shaft we 

are now about 2 fathoms under the shoal adit, and I am happy to say that 
the ground has the most promising appearance, being quite alive and 

abounding with rich branches of tin. K. Rowe, Jun. 

Sourn Wueat Letsere Mintna Company, Jan. 9, 1836.—I can 
only repeat what | reported on the 2d inst. We are continuing to sink the 

8 feet. The lode in the shallow adit, cast of the engine shaft, continues MINING STATISTICS. santa thes the men have driven Ft ht the pec nthe back is «Com 

P not quite so well, it isa y . In on Wheal | lowering the water, it is . 
THE GREAT CONSOLS. Maria lode, the men have extended @ feet, the lode ie large and kindly’ | the bottoms of Cocina again, which is about the Ge E ttted Int Fes. 

We have just been informed that # very valuable discovery has recently | composed of a fine gossan spar and mundic, with good ore. The deep A transverse section of San Jose and Conciers om on ee 

made at the bottom of the Great Consois mine, in the parish of | adit, west on Shanger lode, is much improved in quality, producing more | rect idea of Ule at which we propo.® driving ana ee cut, 

-_ We believe this to be the deepest point to which the globe has | ore; but the en¢, west of the cross-cut, on the same lode at this is | and also of the one we have already begu'™ OMrvins th a . 
ee saul by any copper mine; and the deepest but one in the | not so good, although saving work 2 feet wide, and the men have driven 6 | will only be found correct if there is fan ation either in pod 

om world, namely, Monk Wearmouth colliery, in the county of Dur- | feet. At Wheal Christoe we have a large gozzan lode, producing little ore | or the direction of the vein. The advantages which we expect to the 

ae 4 little more than a century since our Cornish mines were but and a quantity of water; the men have extended this level 5 feet. The | from this new plan, are first, that by the 170 va ae meng pe 
setle worked for copper, tin being the chief commodity ; and the opera. | winzes under adit on Maria lode, we cannot say much about, the men have | Cruzero de Santa Thomas, we shall Lee all the b. “ " 
lit were confined to a few fathoms only from the surface, the drainage | just opened the level, and taken up the water to prepare for sinking ; our | Conejera, and also prepare ventilation and footway in \ wove 

tons ‘eflected by tackles or whims. Wheels and leverage were next em- | pitches, sat at Ss., will do little for the tributers, and, perhaps, we may | should the plan of getting to the pillars from Conejera , ¢ 2 ee 
at in the, drainage, through the agency of that element which they | be vbliged to re-let them. W. Sincocx, ble; secondly, that it will be less dangerous to work ou. cies 
ss ba} to remove, and these enabling the antients to penetrate a few fa St. Hitary Mexixe Company, Jan. 9, 1896.—I have the pleasing | sinking than by rising, and this would be the case if we w vare cress 

thoms further into the crust of the earth, were accounted wonderful dis- | satisfaction of announcing to you, that we have this week commanicated | 200 Yara cross cut, as formerly proposed ; third, that the 9390 ‘ecertain 
the cross cut from the new engine shaft in Wheal Leeds, at the 20 fathom | cut will try the vein much below the old bottem of Barranco, and “ed or 

level, and entirely unwatered the mine to that depth under the adit. 
have been compelled to suspend preparations for sinking the new engine 
shaft under the 21 fathom level, until we had completed the drainage of the 
old workings to the 20. We shall, however, resume this work again next 

as we have unwatered them, and take immediate steps for clearing and ex 
tending the 20 fathom level east and west on the Wheal Leeds lode to 
open new ground. We continue to drive the adit level in Retallic ground 

on Mountserrat lode, the ground is good, we pay only 24s. per fathom, 
and it requires no timber. To expedite the drainage of the old workings, 

it became necessary to work the engine considerably faster, and T have the 

pleasure in saying it has done so in a very satisfactory manner. 
Cc. N, Bearer. 

Repmoor Consonipatep Mrixino Company, Jen. 11, 1896.—There 

below the 10 fathoms level since the 4th inst., but at that level extending 
west it is large and impregnated with tin and copper ores in a promising 
quantity. The 30 fathoms level is continuing eastward from Johnson's 
shaft in favourable ground. At the 20 fathoms level driving east from 
this shaft, the ground is rather improved, not being so hard as before, 
The engine shaft is sinking in killas of a kindlier and softer description 
than I have observed for several months. W. Perugatcn. 

Perran Consors Minina Company, Jen. 11, 1836.—The adit levels 
which we are driving east on Mudge’s lode, and west on Anthony's lode 
are improved, from both these ends we have raised some rich ores this 
week. The sumpmen are just ready to commence sinking the engine 
shaft below adit. in the cross cut driving northward from Mudge’s lode, 
we have cut the old adit, and have recommenced the clearing up of An 
thony’s shaft, which we were obliged to suspend 2 months ago in conse 
quence of the water—the shaft is now dry, and 2 fathoms more will put it 
down to the adit level, and when complete will give us a good current of 
air for the driving eastward on Anthony's lode, which we shall set agoing 
as soon as possible. Our erections have been greatly impeded this week by 
the heavy falls of rain we have had. James Grire, 

Rocue Rock Mixinc Company, Jan. 11, 1836.—In the course of 
the last week our levels generally have become harder, but the agents ex 

pect a favourable change shortly, as the lodes have been in several parts 
of the mine subject to cross courses, which has been the case in the pre 
sent instance. ‘The extent of ground set to the men on Saturday has been 
in consequence limited. The new lode at the 40 fathom level has been just 
cut, it will be opened on immediately. Every exertion is making to ex. 
tend the levels on the course of the lodes, which I hope will prove suc 
cessful. J, Tarstraw. 

New Crennis Minina Company, Jan. 11, 1836.—We have now 
cut the lode in sinking the shaft under the 55 fathom level, which has a 
favourable appearance, as producing tin, though not rich. We have a 
good branch of tin in the 22 fathom east on new lode, about 6 inches wide, 
and the lode in the 55 fathom west has improved. We shall, as soon as 
possible, dress up all the ores of tin and copper rose prior to the Ist of 
this month, so as to make but one sale of it. W. Browne, 

Kerrnow Minina Company, Jan. 11, 1896.—Having driven the two 
cross levels a sufficient distance for the objects contemplated, we have put 
one of the pairs of men to drive the adit west, where the lode is large, 
and has a very favourable appearance. The other pair of men we shall 
put on discovery in various parts of the sett, from which I expect the 
most beneficial results. We have agreed for a 40 inch cylinder engine to 
be delivered by the end of April, and in the mean time we shall push the 
surface work, and I have no doubt of being able to get it to work in the 

month of May, W. Baowns., 

Cann Gury Minina Company, Jan. 11, 1836—Since my last we 
have nothing of importance to communicate, and though it may appear 
that our mine is looking at present rather gloomy, yet when we recollect 
that we have only 5 fathoms more to sink before we shall be again in tin 
ground, witha back of 10 fathoms, we are confident of brighter pros 
pects. The lode in the 12 fathom west, though at present unproductive, 
has a favourable appearance, and is large and regular. Our operations 
in both adits have been lately, from various causes, impeded, but are now 
in a fair course of working, and I have oo doubt the importance of these 
levels will develope itself to the entire satisfaction of all parties con 
cerned in about 2 months. W. Baowne. 

East Waeat Staawnenny Minina Company, Jan. 11, 1896.—The 
underground operations in this mine are going on very satisfactorily, and 

engine shaft in a favourable stratum of ground, and the water still ma 
nageable; it is now down below adit 9 fathoms and 3 feet. With respect 
to surface operations, all are going on rapidly. R. Rowe, Jun. 

East Connwatt Strver Minine Company, /an. 11, 1836.—I beg 
leave to report to you the state and progress of these mines. Wheal Meri 

co,--The new shaft (Budge’s) sinking on the eastern end of the adit is 

down 6 fathoms. Wheal Emily.—Since the adit end has been resumed, 
the lode has much improved both in size and quality; the whole lode, ex 
clusive of the caples, is 1S inches big, and the leader 10 inches. Whea/ 

Georgiana. —Atkinson’s shaft has been sunk upwards of 5 fathoms. The 
lode in the end is from 20 inches to 2 feet wide, and has much improved in | 

the last 2 fathoms’ driving. Wheal David.—Stainsby's shaftis down 54) Bartisu Tin Minina Company, Jan. 11, 1896.—The ground in the | the piece of virgin ground, lying between this shaft and Antonio D 

fathoms; the ground proves favourable for sinking. In the end going | cross.cut at the 12 fathom level is not so favorable as last report. We | crors-cul driven by us Wide amell plan of this part of the mine, 
west Gie lodes are again drawing together, and the appearances promising. | expect to finish our platt this week at the 12 fm, level. The lode here in| Phe lade in this end has hitherto been rather unpromising, but as it ig 

Ry recent assays, we find silver in all the levels, but not meh; the highest 

produce being 30 ounces per ton. Wheal Virgin.—The water in Snell's 

shaft is decreasing, being partially let down by the cross cut. We inten! 
to get the water out (which is now only 2 fathoms), and set a pair of men « 

standing the inadequate size of the pitwork de iversd on the mines, (the 

been drained about 11 fathoms under the adit. 

a larger lift in the course of a few days. 

very regular, producing some tolerable work ; the lod: 

appearance, and is from 6 to 7 feet big. 

this lode, we shall send a great quantity of tin stuff w surface. 

there is nothing new to notice except that in sinking “irout’s whim shaft 

below the 15 fathom level, we intersected a branch about LS inches wick 
underlaying north, of a promising appearance, composed of quartz, ear 
bonate of iron, and other substances congenial to the produce of tin ores. 

Witttam Pernenion. 

Taman Stuvern Leap Mintrno Company, Jon. 11, 1806.—~Notwith 

We ina decided manver whether the rich buneb of ore continues 

week with increased energy; we shall also explore the old workings as far 

is no alteration in sinking the Double Whim Shaft on Johnson's lode | 

not. 

Oct, 20, 1835.—We have had nothing new since my last respects, except 
that we have sume hopes of a conducta before the Lith November. 

Sr. Jonw Dew Rev Menine Association, Octoder 18, $1835.— 
| Since the last report, we have made very good speed in’ dri 
the Bandeira level, and last week contrary to our eXpectationa, 
to some old workings, which we found full of water, the 

| part of them as far as we have hitherto seen is about 8 fathome above the 
| shallow Adit level. We have ascertained (rom inquiry that these works 
were made about eight years since by Sen. Alfares de Sampay. We 
have cleared a great deal of mud and rubbish from them, and have 

j taken a ane from the Cabeceira or from the place where the former 
| ast worked, but it proved poor, although the lode is ex. 

This is no part of the workings 
| propr ietors 

j tremely promising and very large. 
made by Mr, Stalleld while he was associated with Capitao Lois 
which [ stated in my last letter that | hoped to reach before the end 

| this month. We are still using every exertion and are working 
hour without any exceplion whatever, to get this level ander the rich 
part of the Cavaco Mine as soon as possible, 

From the great number of sick amongst our Eaglishmen, we have 
been obliged to suspend some of our works. Oxenford’s 47 fathom level 
is now idle in consequence, and FT think that aw a greater number, of 

j mea will be required for MeDonnell’s shaft, on the completion of the 
| small engine now building for it, it willbe advisable to allow Oxenford’s 
to remain idle for a short time, to supply the requisite number for 
McDonnell's, as the former is at this moment a place of minor ime- 
portance, 

At Halfeld’s shaft we have not yet met with any better success, We 
have driven the 50 fathom level west on the course of the lode several 
fathoms, but have not yet cut any other veins; we are, however, accord. 

ing to the plan of the mines very near the ran of some of them, and I 
hope to be able to report them out by the next post. 

he samples from Antonio Dias during the last ten days have been 
very poor; but, notwithstanding, there i some improvement in the 

produce from the stamps. We are still driving west on the course of 
the lode, but we have not yet made any discovery, On both of these 
poten, Halfeld’s and Antonio Dias, as well ae Maniofilis, changing houses 
ave been partly erected for the miners, with an idea to prevent 

but finding the veins so poor that itis very seldom, indeed, that any gold le 
visible in the lode uaderground, we considered it unnecessary to com. 

pe them until we see something of more value to warrant it, partieu- 
arly ay strong gates have been fixed on the diferent places, and the 
ingress and egress of the men attended to by an officer, Tn the sinking 
of Waller's shaft we have been rather unfortunate, We put in a new 
working pump last week in the sory of one Chat was very moch worn, 

in hopes it would prevent any further delay; but we find it equal ne- 
cessary to change another in the upper lift or column of pumpe ; this we 

shall not be able to do for some days, as the wood we have on the mine 
is very green and unfit for such purposes, We have, however, some 
dry iron wood selected for the working pumps of McDonnell’ sh 

which T hope will be on the mine in a few days, when some of it will be 
immediately prepared for Waller's, The ground in the cross-cut north 

of this shaft ia still very favourable, neither requiring ganpowder for 

blasting, nor timber to keep it open, lo the shallow adit there is 
scarcely any alteration since my lust report. The ground in the deep 
adit is aleo without alteration. 

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the Board's letter, original, dated 
Sth August, ISM5, together with a duphoate of that of the 8th July, 

By « reference to the Gold Hook T find that the produce for he lant 

ten days has been — 
From the stamps ....... 2 38 3 16 
From Halfeld's canvaes o 2 8 6 

Total Marea ....... 2 6 6 

Gaounnd FReenoep, ree. er. on, 
Deep Adit. .csseceeses Pe » O49 6 
Shallow Adit..cecscees WMO seccseseee O DB G 

Bandeivra Mine ...ceeee GMO .occecceee 8 O O 
Waller's Cross-ecut » GD "veccdedede | 

Halleld'« 50 fathom Level ditto ........ as 4.0 

Halfeld's Mine .ccceces Riwen ....4. cone ' DO 

Antonio Dias, Weat End driven .......... 926 
Ditto Cross-eut, South... ditto ....4 66 2,00 

Ditto East on the lode... ditto .....,. e | ee 

Ditto on the different veins eunk eebeceesoe 56 0 0 

Manlotilis on the letvein ditt? ........ » & 0 @ 

J. Hevewenn, 

Macaveisann Cocans Minina Comrany.—In the last report f stated 
that we had taken some very good samples from Antonio Dinas, bat Tam 

now sorry to «ay that this inprovement lasted bat for a very short dig. 

founders having only partially performed their contracts), the water has | 

We intend putting down 
Thos, Perunmaiwn, 

has an improving 

In extending cast and west on 

After 

learing out the water and attle in the winze alluded to on the caunter 

i are driving a level weetward from the bottom of Morgans shaft, thre 

tance, and the vein Hae been ever «ines » aad wull « ontinues very poor, 

consequently the prodace from the stamps for the last ten days is very 
little We are extending on all the veing ia hope of an improvement, and 

going all in sew ground, it may perhaps lead to some discovery of Mm por 

tance. Our attemple to reach the veing by a run shaft in the cavaco, 

which was stated in the last report to have been commenced, has proved 

fruitless; afler sinking it about five fathoms we reached the water, and 

to sink immediately; we shall also be in far enough south to commence 
rising against the shaft from the cross cut in a day or two. Our castings 

for the engine have not yet arrived: a letter from the founders on Satur 
day says they are all ready, and in daily expectation of the arrival of the 
Vessel to take them in J, Bopoe. 

ALnton Mininea Company, Jan. 12, 1836.—The lode in the 60 fa 
thom level east from the cross cut on the eaunter lode is 2 feet wide, pro- 

ducing about one ton per fathom, The lode in the 60 fathom level west 

from engine shaft is 4 feet wide, producing a little ore, We expect we 
have about 6 or 7 fathoms further to drive this end, before we meet with | 

one down west of the winze. The same level east from shaft 

at present poor. The lode in the winze under the 47 cast from shaft on 

the caunter lode is 2 feet wide, producing 2 tons per fathom. The lode in 
the 47 cast from engine shaft is 24 feet wide, producing about one-third of 

& ton per fathom, and has a kindly appearance. We have cut the north 
lode in driving north from the 60 fathom level west, which is about 9 
inches widy, producing spots of ore 
the other parts of the mine since my last, We have commenced driving 

the 54 fathom level at Wheal Mithian; we find the lode cast and west 
from shaft to be very large, producing mundic and spar, and has not an 
UHpromising appearance 

Producing stones of ore. 

The lede in the 30 fathom level east from engine shaft at present «mal! 
Yesterday we set a pitch in the bottom of the adit on the south lode 
13s. 4d. in the pound for lead and silver ore. 
Treceson Mixixe Company, Jan. 9, 1836.—Our men are all recu 

larly employed in working their respective bargains as noticed in my last 

the branch ¢ 

report. The ground in the engine shaft is rather better, the men have 

sunk about 24 feet. 
driven 6 feet; the lode is in two parts, yet the leader continues its full | 
size, and produces good stones of ore, 
emal), the men have driven about 6 feet. 

Goodhinge's shaft, or in the rise against it since my last. The lode in the | abandoned only for want o v carry ork | A. _ in the 40 fathom cast is still large, | adit level cast of Goodbinge’s is about 6 inches wide, at present poor, We ~ the Hendeiva Mine ~ y Papawnt f whey os ~ oo perhaps we Ry ¢ lode in the 40 west is large also, but poor expect to hole Cock’s shaft to the rise in the course of the week, At) shall be able to reach it before the end of the mouth. The lode at pre- 
| Bockett’s the branch we are driving on is producing « smal) quantity of | sent ie tolerably promising, and shows gold in the Hatios, but ie yet too . 

5 Meeetesen || copper ores. poor to be wprth our notice, At Halleid's, since holing to the work- 
* | Creat St. George, Jan. 12, 1086.—1 have 0 news te impart respecting | *™** of the Hasgo, we have been greatly um peded is cnr labours by bad 

the underground operations of either of the mines; I can, however, say that air, although the two air machiare, capable of eg | ya come 
om the whole things are looking rather betier than worse. We sample blast, have been placed on the shalt. We Reve, a 

la the deep adit level on } ‘ ve | to-day at Great St. George 445 tons. progress im driving the 60 fathoms level towards the ciher bat oe Pp Maria lode, the men have | to this tame the samples from it have been as also (hose the Bartisu Corren Misino Company, Great Wheal Charlotte, Jam. 13,! vein already dane which we have ; “ry down The south lode at this level is} 1536.—i bave nothing of importance to communicate this wouk respecting | the back of thie level toward the old oe om 4 AL wae Our western sheft onder the | the appearance of the mine, save that the lode in the G2 fm. level cast con let's very Wile has been dooe towards shalt on shallow adit is getting down weil, and will be « great advantage in extend. | timues to improve ; its size is from 3 tw 4 feet, aad the ores are of excellent of one of the working ep bg ss ye tbe men have sunk quality. JaMus SvRrHERS. of the becket—we how however, © new Ole neauly Ww pat is, 
ing these levels, both for air and discharzing the stuff; the 

1 cannot speak of any thing new in | 

wines 

lode last week, we find the lode about 12 inches big, with a branch or leader 

about | inch big, very rich, and the ground moderate, but the water is 

more than we think practicable to sink with, as we ¢ apeet, to soon as we 

intersect the next lode, to bottom the water will be all down out of the 

The ground in the adit and on Dyer's lode is just the same as 
We think we shall sus 

lown, which we | 

last week, the lode is about 1 foot big, and Uany 

pend this end till the water in the western adit is drained 

think will be down in a short time, fearing we should let down too much at 

The tribute pitch on Fagan’'s lode is suspended for the time 

KK. Geacu, J. Bay 

Repavta Usrreo Wurst Unayv, Jen. 11, 1806.—The lode in the 
engine shaft is about 4§ feet wide, and bas just the same appearance as | | 
stated in my last. The lode in the 32 fm. level west continues large, and 
not without copper ores, but not rich. The lode in the 32 fm. level east of 
the engine shaft ts large, and produces a small quantity of tin ores. The 
lode in the 22 fm. level cast of the engine shaft is about 3 feet wide, pro 
ducing tin ores. The lode in the 12 fm. level cast of the engine shaft has 

Just the same appearance and size as last reported. The lode in the rise 
against Cock’s shaft is 2 feet wide, not nich 

once. 

There is no alteration io dry. 

were obliged to abandon it in consequence, and we are now onder the 

necessity of waiting for the bandeira level to intersect the veins which ie 

now the nearest practicable point, aad in order to expedite thie work as 

much ax possible, we have offered the men employed here a good pre- 
mium for their extra exertions, during their proper hours of labour, and 
on Saturday night, Sunday and Sunday nights, which is considered their 
own time, we have induced them to work by giving them a price 
fathom for as mach as they can drive between Saturday night and M 
morning, which te about aa equivalent to their wages, £4. yer month, and 

of course will be paid to them in addition to that aim, Thus you see that 

not amoment's time ia left in this piace, and every thing teoding o haste 

returos has been done, not only in thie place but throughout the mines 
We have about WW) fathoms more to drive to the pomt in the Cavaco, 

which information says w the richest, and should the ground contines as 
favournhle as it ix at present, | have no doubt we shall be able to drive 
this distance in about two months from this time, bat d wish it to be ane 

derstood that long before thie we shall reach the rich ground oo 
Mr. Halfeld worked for Captain Lais Buares, who left it on secount 
the great quantity of water in their works, and their inability to keep 

On this secoust the Shallow Adit was commenced by him, 



which I hope will obviate further difficulties there ; in the cross cut 
‘from this shaft towards the shallow adit the ground is tolerably favour- 
able, and we are making good progress. At Oxenford's nothing has 
been done on the lode during the last ten days, it being necessary for the 
security of the shaft during the wet season, to put in a great deal of 
timber work, about which the men have been employed. The lode in 
‘the shallow adit is very small, and the ground «till very hard, conse- 
quently our progress here has been very slow. ‘Phe work for Macdon- 
pell’s small engine isin a very forward state. The mea employed in 
driving the 21 fathoms level, at this shaft, have been withdrawn, to assist 
in boring the pumps, therefore nothing has been done on the lode for 
the last ten days, The ground in the deep adit is without alteration. By 
@ reference to the gold book I find the produce since last reported is :—~ 

Oh. dwts. grr. 
Prom the stamps ...-.--eseeees 8 o 4 
From Halfeld’s Commons...... os 2 7 7 

Mark..1 3 4 of 

Ground Expended, &c. 

Mines |Description of Fathoms.|Feet} In 
, Work. ‘ ’ 

MUGEN stbeVedese’s seo” es Driven, 2 _— 

Shallowed on the lode ........ Do 5} — 
Bandeirn Mine ....6-eeee005: dD 6 —_;—— 
Waller's Cross-cut...... 6.4644! Do. l 6 
Stoping the bottom of ditto ....! Do. 8 
Halfeld’s 47 Fathom Level ....! Do, s |- ~_ 
Antonio Dias, 2d Winze ......! Sunk. I 4; — 
Antonio Dias, 2 Rise ........ Do, 1 ~ ~ 
Cavaco Shaft .........000000 Do. 4 - 
A new end west of Morgan's .. Do. — _ - 
Shaft on the course of the Lode! Driven, 4 3 
Malfeld's Rises. ccc cece ees! Run. ~~ 3 

ACCIDENTS IN MINES,—THE DAVY LAMP. 

Extract from the Evidence of G, Gurney, Esq., before the Parliamentary 
Commissioners. 

What is your profession !- My original profession was medicine; I 

Then any substance similar to common charcoal would be particularly 
liable to ignite under those circumstances !—I think it would: its arriving 
at « white heat on the outside of a safety-lamp would depend upon the cur. 
rent of air that was at the same time passing against it. Charcoal, unless 
it is exposed to a current of air, which feeds it with oxygen, remains at a 
red heat: in such a state it would not imflame fire-damp; but if a slight 
current of atmospheric air was to blow or irepinge upon it, it would quickly 
arrive at a white heat, and then explode fire damp. 

You are aware of the invention of Sir Humphrey Davy, for the protee- 
tion of the miner working in an impure atmosphere !— Yes. 

What do you eonsider to be the rationale of that invention }—The ra- 
tionale of Sir Humphrey Davey’s safety lamp is connected with the radia- 
tion of heat, whiclr is so rapid from its surface that the temperature of the 
wire-gauze is so kept under as to prevent the passage of flame ; or, iwother 
words, to prevent combustion or ignition of the small portions of gas which 
happen to be within th» interstices. You cannot, under ordinary cireum- 
stances, raise wire-gauze to above a red heat, consequently at that tempe- 
rature ap explosive atmosphere will not take fire, provided that it be sta- 
tionary, as | have before stated ; but in ease of a certain sate of motion, 
the flame is driven further into the interstices, and at length comes through, 
in time, and in danger proportioned to the meehanical fores, governed by 
the rate of current. 

that lamp!—I think the lamp is perfectly safe if the atmosphere is kept 
tolerably steady, and there is no free hydrogen in the explosive mixture; 
but I think if hydrogen is mixed with the atmosphere, then the lamp 
would not be safe, even under stationary cireumstanees. I think the lamp 
is safe in a carburetted hydrogen mixture, if at rest; but if moved at a 
rate of or exceeding 300 feet per minute, I do not think it would be safe. 
I cannot speak to the extent of practical danger arising from the facility 
to the wapton or careless exposure of the naked tiame, which perhaps in 
practice is impossible to be prevented. I am fully aware that miners will 
take off the gauze to light their pipes, or to ges@more light, for at best it 
gives a feeb light through the wire gauze, and they are strongly indueed 
to take it off to get more light when at work. 

Then it is no protection to a man at work, where there must alwaye be 
a current of air!——I de net think it isa positive protection; I think it is 
a partial protection. 1 think that fire-damp might burn within it safely 
for a time under some cireumstances, and give notice of a dangerous state 
ef the atmosphere by the observed phemomena in such cases- 

You are not aware, as not being a practical miner, whether it is or is 
net the habit of the miner to work for hours together with that lamp full 
of flame 1—No;. 1 do net-of myself know it, I have heard it stated. 

have been more particularly engaged in mechanical and chemical pursuits 

during the last ten years of my life. 
Are you acquainted with the mining districts of England, generally or 

locally $1 am more particularly acquainted with the mining districts of 
Cornwall, and of the western parts of England, than with those of the 

Was the lamp of which you speak surrounded by a glass chamber ?— 
No. 

Is it not frequently so constructed !—1 understand it is now eften so con 
structed. 

gorth. 
You are aware of the fact, that the mining districts of the North of 

England particularly are annoyed by what is called fire damp!—TI am 
aware of it. - : 

Are you acquainted with the nature of fire-damp!—It is a subject 

Under those cireumstanees, what would be your opinion of its safety !— 
( thiak, if the glass is kept sound it will remove mueh of the danger of the 
lamp, but not all; there raust be an inlet for air to feed, and am outlet for 
it to eseape from the lamp, which | do not see can be protected by glass. 

Is your opinion against or in favour of Sir Humphrey Davy’s lamp !— 

on which I have made extensive experiments; | have chemically investi 

gated the composition of fire-damp often; I believe | am acquainted with 

most of the states of mixture and chemical composition, in which it is 

found in coal mines; | have analyzed also some of the fire-damp which is 

found in the Welsh mines, which however is not extensive or dangerous. 

I believe 1 am acquainted with the nature of “ fire damp’ generally, 
Will you have the goodness to give to the Committee a simple defini 

tion of the nature of fire damp!—Vire damp is generally a mixture of 

carburetted hydrogen, and atmospheric air; sometimes it contains a 

portion of free hydrogen, but most commonly it is atmospheric air and 

carburetted hydrogen, with pure hydrogen alone ; this was the case ina 

Welsh mixture which I examined, Often it is also adulterated with 

other gaseous mixtures; but those first stated form the prineipal. 

In what state of mixture with the atmosphere do you consider it most 

explosive 1—One in four is explosive ; below that it is scarcely so; as it 

proaches to one proportion in nine it becomes more and more explosive. 

Poon the experiments | have made, I should say, that one in eight, or one 

in nine, is the most explosive mixture of carburetted hydrogen and at. | 

mMospheric air. i! 
In the course of your scientific researches, have you made any experi ! 

ments for the purpose of determining the temperature at which explosive 

mixtures will take fire ?—About 500 degrees of Fahrenheit; [made a long 

series of experiments with this view in 1822, The result of those experi t 

ments was certainly interesting. Practically | found that it required a)! 

body at a white heat to ignite a mixture similar to the fire damp, when, in 
fact, the flredamp requires only from 500 to 600 degrees of Pabrenheit. 

The reason why this difference exists arises from the cireumstances under 

which the heat is applied. If a red heat, a red-hot iron for instance, 
which is about SOO degrees, be plunged into a certain quantity of fire 

damp, the particles of gas pass so rapidly away from the heated body, as 

soon as they are a little warmed, in virtue of their change in specifie gra 

vity, as not individually or collectively to arrive at a sufficient tempera 

ture for ignition, viz., to that of 500 or 600 degrees ; therefore a red heat 

applied to an explosive mixture of fire damp will not igmite it: but if you 

place white hot iron, under similar circumstances, inte a Vessel of explo 

sive mixture, the particles, mixed in contact, cannot pass olf before they 

arrive at 400 degrees, therefore it will instantly explode, The gas in the 

former instance moves so rapidly away as not to arrive ata sufficient tem 

perature for combination; but if you confine the gas 50 that it cannot 

escape, and thus raise the heaf of the whole to 500 of 500 degrees, it then ‘ 

t 

same > 

My private opinion, as | am asked it, is, that it is not practically safe; 

experimentally it is so, under the circumstances | have stated, but in prac- 
tice I do not think ibis. 

Then upon the whole, as a matter of safety, you think it has been over- 
rated !—I think it has, so far as | have been informed upon the subject ; 
I do not know to what extent it may or may not have been over-rated. 

You have not had» much experience of its practieal effects; have you 
seen it in mines !—I have never seen it in mines. 

But supposing the case of a lamp perfeetly clean, the gas free. from all 
foreign substance, and surrounded by a glass chamber, do you not coneeive 
that many mines might be worked with comparative safety with such an 
instrument, in licu of candles t—I think they might, certainly. 

_— 

A variety of pressing matter hitherto prevented us from introducing to 
the notice of our readers the folowing — 

Act to amend the Laws touching Letters Patent for Inventions, 
passed With September, 1835, 

Whereas it is expedient to make certain additions to and alterations 
n the present law touc hing Letters Patent for Inventions, as well for the 

etter protecting of petentees in the rights intended to be secured by 
such letters pateat, as for the more ample benefit of the public from the 

Be it enacted by the King’s most excellent Majesty, by and with 
he advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Com- 

nons, io this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the 

same, that any person who, a8 grantee, assignee, or otherwise, hath ob- 
ained or who shall hereafter obtain letters patent, for the sole making, 
‘xercising, vending, or using of any invention, may, if he think fit, enter 
with the clerk of the patents of England, Scotland, or Ireland, respec- 

tively, as the case may be, having firstobtained the leave of His Majesty's 
Attorney General or Solicitor General im case of an English patent, of 

he Lord Advocate or Solicitor General of Seotland in the case of a 

Scotch patent, or ol His Majesty's Attorney General or 5 dicitor General 

or Ireland, in the case of an Irish patent, certified by his fiat and signa- 
ure, a disclaimer of any part of either the title of the invention or of the 

specification, stating the reason for such diselaimer, or may, wih such 
cave as aforesaid, enter a memorandum of avy alteration in the said title 

or specification, not being such diselaimer or such alteration as shall ex- 
end the exclusive right granted by the said letters patent; and such 

disclaimer or memorandum of alteration, being filed by the said clerk of 

the patents, and enr dled with the specification, shall be deemed and 

aken to be part of such letters patent or such specific ation in all courts 
will take fire. whatever: provided always, that any person may enter a caveat, in like 

Under those cireumstances, have you made many experiments with the 

wire gauze! I made a great number of experiments about the same 

ipally with a view of burning with safety, for the purpose of 

| t 

| alteration; which caveat being so entered, shall give the 
nanner as caveats are now used to be entered, against such diselaimer or 

party entering 

he same a right to have notice of the application being heard by the 
period, prin: : oft 
obtaining a powerful and intense heat, a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen | Attorney General or Solicitor General or Lord Adyocate respectively : 

ases, which is the most explosive mixture known, provided also, that no such disclaimer or alteration shall be receivable in 

That wax at the same time with the experiments you have alluded to }— : 

Ves, it was; those experiments, from their re sults, being new and unex { 

ed, were carried to a great extent, 1 found that no kind of wire gauze, | 

with any practical number of holes in a given surface, would prevent the 

ge of flame produced fr 

rough the siniallest possible tubes, or 

connected with the safety-lamp used in mines, Ihe 

‘those experiments proved, that if an explosive mixture, such as is 

ee eal aia was ah to pass at the rate of about 300 feet a mi 

a through the meshe s, that the flame would pass the gauze, and inflame 

an explosive mixture op the opposite side; or if a wire gaure wap Was 

made to pass of moved through an explosive atmosphere, at this rate 

(mame!y , S00 feet a minute oF faster), it would ¢ xplode it: but, I found in 

variably, that if the wire gaure and explosive aumosphere was steady, or 

if neither moved at a rate above that which | have stated, there was no 

explosion, If however they did move at this rate, or at a rate above it, 

that it then would « xplode, Ata rate far less than this I eould explode a | 

mixture of pure hydrogen and atmospheric air, whic h hows ver is seldom 

found in mines, This mixture may be exploded through “ 50-hole gauge 

the finest mesh. In further experiments with the wire gauge lamp as a 

means of safety in mines, I found that if any inflammable matter was on 

the oulsile of the wire- gauze when burning in an explosive mixture, that | 

tite heat of the gause would ignite that inflammable matter, which arriv 

at a white heat, would ignite the explosive mixture on the opposite | 

site, and thus produce explosion of the whole. ; 

That is to say, that though the wire-gause might not actually be white | 

hot itself, that any foreign matior on the external surface of th 

gaure might be heated to such a degree as to occasion explosion f— Th 

precisely my meaning, If in practice, for instance, a small picee of coal, 

@ small portion of sulphur, or any such inflammable matters which may be 

found in mines, was to fix itself om the outside of a safety-lamp, it would 

be faised to a red heat by the wire.gausze, which matter would, by 

the external atmosphere going to feed the flame within, be soon fanned 

or raised to a white heat, and thus communicate sudden explosion to the 

gerrounding atmosphere, Some partof the wire-gause the lamp is 

ty ata red beat whee firg-damp is burming within it, ; 

Are you aware that ja most of the coal formations there are particles of 

eval nearly resembling carbon t—1 am not practically aware of it; | have 

heard it stated. 
Those particles woukl be —— lighter than what is called the com 

plete formation of coalt—They would, and float in the atmosphere, de- 

pending entirely in degree upon their extent of serface; if we extend gold, 

welsh fo one of the Neawlest metals, we may make it so light as to move 

or th 
on wire gaure, a 

re 

| 

@ith oF float in the atmosphere; and so the particle of coal, diminished in 
Magnitude, or catended in particular form, would become so light as & 

Boat abvui. 

svidenee in any action or suit (save and except in any proceeding by scire 

acias) pending at the time when such disclaimer or alleration was en- 

rolled, but in every such action or suit the original title and specification 

alone shall be wiven in evidence, and deemed and taken to be the title and 
om such mixture under certaim circumstances | es 

This led me to make experiments | ‘| 
secification of the invention for which the letters patent have been or 

sall have been granted: provided also, that it shall be lawful for the 

Attorney General or Soleitor General or Lord Advocate, before granting 

such fiat, to re quire the party applyuug for the same to advertise his dis- 

claimer or alteration in such manner as to such Attorney General or So- 

licitor General or Lord Advocate shall seem right) and shall, if he so 

require such advertisement, cerify in his fiet that the same has been 

duly made. 

Il. And be it enacted, That if in any suit or action it shall be proved 

or specially found by the verdict of a jury that any person who shal} have 

obtained letters patent for any invention or supposed invention was not 

the first inventor thereof, or of some part thereof, by reason of 

some other person or persons having invented or used the same, 

or some part thereof before the date of such letters patent, or Mf) cach of them having four pistons. 
model is put in motiom by only twenty-five ounces of water, assisted such patentee or his assigns shall discover that some other person 

had, unknown to such patentee, invented or used the same, or | 

some part thereof, before the date of such letters patent, it shall and | 

may be lawful for such patentee or his assigns to petition His Majesty 

in Council to confirm the said letters patent or to grant new letters patent, 

the matter of which petition shall be heard belore the padicial committee | 

of the Privy Council ; and such committee, upon examining the said mat- | 

ter, and being satisfied that such patentee believed himself to be the first | 

at Wire | and original inventor, and being satishied that such invention or part | back, the engine requiring for its total supply not more than half a 

That is! thereof had not been publicly and generally used before the date of sach 

first letters patent, may report to His Majesty their opinion that the 

|} prayer of such petition ought to be complied with, whereupon His 

| Kiajesty may, if he think fit, grant such prayer; and the said letters 

patent shall be available in law and equity to give fo such petitioner the sole 

| right of using, making, and vending suc h invention as against all persons 

| whatsoever, any law, usage, or custom to the contrary thereof notwith- 

standing : provided, that any person opposing such petuuon shall be en- 

titled to be heard before the said judicial committee > provided also, that 

any person, party to any former suit or action touching such first letters 

patent, shall be entitled to have notice of such petition before present- 

ing the same. , 

II. And be it enacted, That if any action at law or any suit in equity 

for an account shall be brought in respect of any alleged infringement of 

such letters patent heretofore or hereafter granted, or any scire facias to 

repeal such letters pateat, and if a verdict shall pass for the patentee or 

Nis assigns, or if a final deeree or decretal order shall be made for hum or 

them, upon the merits of the suit, it shall be lawful for the judge before 

qwhom such action shall be tried to certify on the record, or the judge 

who shall make such decree or order to give a certificate wader his 
that the validity of the patent came in question before him, which 
or certificate being given im evidence in any other suit or action 
ever touching such patent, if a verdict shall pass, or decree or rhe 
order be made, in favour of such patentee or his assigns, he or 
receive treble costs in such suit or action, to be taxed at three ti 
taxed costs, unless the judge making such second or other ae 
order, or trying such second or other action, shall certify that 
not to have such treble costs. 

(To be concluded in our next.) 

1 oad 
ie 

Ow tHe Catcrnation or Coxe. 

_ Coke is obtained in England by two distinct processes ; in the 
air, and by means of ovens constructed for the purpose. The 
the method usually adopted, the latter being a plied almost exclus 
to the small coal or slack. In the vicinity of udley, in Staffordenn? 
all the coke is made im the open air ; the process consists in formi 
small conical chimney, with bricks placed in such manner, as tohee 

fora 
ormer ig 

Give the Committee your general opinien of the comparative safety of 

spaces between them, these openings are larger in the lower than in the 
upper courses, the usua} height is about four feet six inches, su 
by acylinder of one foot. The coal is then disposed around the chi 
the largest lumps being placed first to form the base of a cone after 
which more is thrown ow the heap, until the top is above the level of 
the brick work ; the whole surface is then covered with slack, with the 
exception of the lowest part of the heap, to about one foot high the 
fire is then lighted in the chimney ; at a certain period of the operation 
the remaining part is also covered with slack, and when the carbonization 
is judged to be complete the fire is extinguished, by throwing on a suff. 
cient quantity of water and dispersing the materials of the heap. 

The dimensions of the coke heaps vary considerably, they are Most 
commonly fourteen or sixteen feet in diameter, and contnin about twelve 
ton of coals. From the time of lighting the pile the eperation is com. 
pleted in seven days, three for the calcination and four for the extinction 
and subsequent cooling of the mass. 
_ It would appear that a method so simple as this would be invariable 
in the results, nevertheless the contrary is the fact, much depending on 
the attention and judgment of the burner or superintendent. A ton of 
coal usually yields twetve cwt. of coke or sixty per cent., sometimes ten ewt, 
or fifty per cent. from the same materials. In South Wales both me. 
thods are practised, but the coke is not calcined with so much attention 
as in Statlordshire, the process differs in the heap being made in the 
form of a long bank four to six feet in breadth, and about three feet 
high, the large coals inthe middle, and the fire being lighted either at 
one end or at several parts of the heap. At Pontypool and Abergaveny 
the coke is calcined in the open air; the coal in some parts of this dis. 
trict bears # resemblanes to charcoal ; in converting it into coke great 
care is takem to preserve this entire, the operation is completed im five 
days. In the neighbourhood of Merthyr Tydvill the process ie con 
ducted in the open air, and although very little care seems to -be given to 
its progress, yet a considerable quantity of eoke is produced, the coal 
being generally dry aud giving but little smeke. At Plymouth works 
six tons of coal yield five tons of coke; at Dowlay 720 lbs. of coal 
yield 450 to 500 Ibs. of coke; at Pen-y-Darran the operation lasts only 
three days, the increase in bulk being also very considerable, three tons 
of coal producing twelve barrows of coke, each containing seventeen 
euhiec feet, or above one fourth part more than previous to calcination. 
_ At Neath Abbey the carbonization is more rapid than in any other place, 
it being finished in nine heurs, producing rather less than sixty per cent. 
ef coke. In Seotland, calcination in the open air is generally adopted ; 
formerly the heaps were burned without much attention being paid to 
their progress, but the Staffordshire mode has been used latterly with 
great advantage, the heaps consisting of eighteen tons of coal, well 
covered with slack, kept burning three or four days, and four or five days 
more being allowed for the cooling of the mass, the loss in weight is 
about fifty per cent.; the old method occupied only five days, but the 
loss amounted to from sixty to sixty-six per cent. The coke is of very 
unequal quality, some parts being very heavy and others light and po- 
rous. In Yorkshire the coal is arranged in long banks, six feet wide, by 
two and a half bigh, with square vertical chimneys, eight or nine inches 
in diameter, formed with large coals, at about the distance of six feet 
from each other throughoet the length ; the lose is about fifty per cent. 
in weight. P 

Calcination imovens is considered to produce a heavier coke than the 
open calcination; the preeess varies but little, being in all cases per- 
formed in ovens of a circular or oval form, with a low arch surmounted 
with a small chimney, the furnace has two doors. or openings opposite to 
each other, sliding in a groove and raised by a lever, they are usually of 
cast iron, the dimensions of the furnace about twelve feet by six ; height 
of the arch in the centre five feet, at the door twenty-one inches; the 
chimney rises three feet externally and about nine inches in diameter, 
At Néath Abbey the furnaces are smaller; the chimney is eighteen 
inches externally, and only one door, bat in this.case a hole is made in 
the opposite side to facilitate the clearing out of the coke. From the 
small coal carbonized in this manner the preduce is about sixty 
cent., while the same quaatity of coal in the open air yields but fifty 
per cent., the coke from the furnace being so much more dense, At 
Swansea, by the same proeess, the produce is about fifty-four per cent. 

In the vicinity of Glasgow a circular oven with one door is in use, 
diameter is nine feet, heyght of the arch six feet. The coke is drawa out 
every twenty-four hours; the ordinary charge, one ton and a half of 
coal, rising about two and a half feet in the oven, the loss is from fifty to 
sixty per cent. On Saturdays the charge is increased to two.tons, and is 
not withdrawn wntil the Monday. At the Lymington works, near New- 

castle-upon-Tyne, all the coke is made in ovens, the usual charge is one 
chaldren of about two and a halftons, the operation lasts forty-eight hours, 

and the average loss thirty-nine per cent. The coke is screened to the 
diameter of about ove inch, for smelting in the high furnace, the smaller 
portion being employed in ronstiag the ores. At Bradford, in York. 
shire, the method is sumilar to Newcastle, but the furnaces are smaller, 
the charge being only about one ton, the loss is about forty per cent. It 
is difficult to decide to which process a preference ought to be given, 

the loss is less in the ovens, but they require more space more at- 
tendants, and more expence, while the open carbonization is considered 
to yield coke better adapted for smelting in the higa furnace.— Mining 
Review, 

MISCELLANEA. 

New Hydrostatic Engine.—We have had an opportunity of e- 
amining the recent discovery made by the Rev. J. T. Porter, 
of the Close, of this city, which be has named an hydrostatic engine, 
and which, when brought to perfection, will, no doubt, vie with the 
astonishing power of steam. The principle upon which the engine 
acts is the well known law of nature, “ the pressure of fluids.” The 

| construction of the apparatus is simple, consisting of four cylinders, 
The double agting power of the 

»y the lever. Some idea may be formed of the force of the pressure, 
when we say that, with the stroke of the piston of one of the cy- 

linders, an ash bough, of an inch and a half diameter, was broken 
with the greatest ease. The Rev. gentleman is very sanguine as 
to the ultimate success of his discovery, and affirms, that a slup, 

laden with the usual freight, may take a tip to the East Indies and 

hogshead of spring water. From what we have seen we have no 
doubt that Mr. Porter will meet with suceess. He has our best 
wishes to that effect, and we beg to call the attention of the scientific 
world to this singular and valuable discovery. A circumstance con- 
nected with it, (not the least valuable) is, that unlike steam, not the 
slightest danger is to be apprehended from any accidental derange- 
ment of the Sihnam rota Chromiele. 

Temperature of the Human Body.—TVhe mean temperature of 
the warmest place on the surface of the globe is nearly 20 degrees 
of Fahrenheit below the standard heat of the body ; so that clothing 
of one sort or another seems to be requisite in every region as 4 
defence against external cold. 

Davy Lamp,—\n the Marquis of Londonderry’s Colleries alooe 
there are nearly 900 Davy Lamps in daily use. 
Steam. —A cubic inch of water being converted into steam will, by 

the condensation of that steam, raise a ton weight a foot high— 
| Lardner's Steam Engine. 
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onomy.—— i 7 es 0 astronomy, punded Dy th alebrated 

rm  onferved by the Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris, 
of the 23th ult., on Mr. Dunlop, Director of the 
South Wales, and to M. Boguslawski, the Di- 

Breslaw. 
the richest men in England is the Rev. 

Mr. Hughes, formerly a clergyman, but now said to possess a 

; menue of between £70,000 and £50,000 a year. Some — ago 

jy was in part proprietor of a barren piece of land, for w hich Lord 

Uxbridge was then in treaty. The purchase-money (a very small 

) was agreed upon ; but the nobleman not keeping his appoint. 

pent one day to finish the business, the commoner, in a tiff, would 

ve him another meeting. On the above-mentioned barren 

” of ground were subsequently discovered the rich Angtesea 

- _mines, from which Mr. H ughes draws his enormous income.— 
' fempshire Independent. ’ ; 

Jron Pyrites—Bisulphuret of iron, the iron pyrites of minera- 

ygists, exist abundantly in the earth ; it occurs in cubes, or some 

ghed form, has a yellow colour, metallic lustre, a density of 4,951, 

and is so hard that it strikes fire with steel. Some varieties have 

a white colour, but these usually contain arsenic, others occur in 

munded nodules, have a radiated structure diverged from a common 

centre, are often found in beds of clay, and are much disposed by the 

ce of air and moisture to yield sulphate of oxide of iron, these 

suspected by Berzeleus to be compounds of protosulphuret and 

bas, annual sitting 
na atory of New 

Oe of the Observatory at 

Fortunate Tiff. —One of 

ulpburet of iron jsulphuret 0 - Dist { a : 
a mids except the nitric, and its best solvent is the nitro-hydro- 

ajoric acid. Heated in close vessels it gives off nearly half its 

salphur, and is converted into magnetic iron pyrites, By heat and 

ait together it yields peroxide of iron.— Turner's Chemistry. 
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FROM THE LONDON GAZETTE. 

Tuesday, Jan. 12. 

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED. 

$.and F. Phiflips, London, merchants.—R. and H. W. Hurley, Conduit.street, 

apholsterers —G. P. Philipe and H. T. Archer, Gray’s inn, attornies.—West and 

Gath, Bradford, Yorkshire, woered-euinnes. J. and R. Bridson, Liverpool, iron 
mongers. —W. and P. Kleft, Strand, oilmen.—Cannon, Miller, and Co., Liverpool. 
—J. Tape and W. Davis, Bromley, Kent, maitsters,—W. Ellis and J. Woodsend, 
Nottingham, joiners.—E. Jee and Co., New York.—J. B. Peters and Co., Bristol, 
coach-masters.—I. Lowe and T. Moreton, Manchester, cabinet-makers.—J. Kay 

wd M. Coyle, Manchester, plasterers.—T. G. Jaques and D, W. Nell, Leeds, com- 
mon-brewers.—Fishwicks and Smallpage, Burnley and Bury, Lancashire, tanners. 
_W. W. Boreham and S. Stokes, jun., Islington, brewers.—H. Godwin and C. 
pailey, Winchester, attornies-at-law. —Colnaghi and Co., Cockspur-street, Charing. 
cross, printsellers.—J. Evans and R. Rutherford, Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, 

schoolmasters.—A. Lindsay and Co., Manchester, calenderers.— H. Wilson and H 
Cayley, Lime-street, Bordeaux-merchants.— Pryce and Michell, Redruth, Cornwall, 
erreons.—A. and M. Heaps, Leeds, confectioners.—J. Hewlett and W. Warner, 
Gloucester, cabinet-makers.—G. and W. Wainwright, Liverpool, general brokers 
Standley and Potter, locksmiths.—Stebbing and Hallows, Norwich, saddlers.— 
H. Oldknow and G. M. White, Nottingham, surgeons.—J. Haley and Co., Stan 
ningley, or elsewhere, Yorkshire, iron-founders, as far as regards J. Haley.—Gar-. 
nitte and Duck worth, Manchester, spirit-merchants.—Banting and Son, Pall mall, 
upholders.—R. Cheshire and Co., Manchester, iron-founders.— Ashworth and Web- 
ster, Bermondsey-street, curriers.— Morrison and Co., Monmouthshire, Brecon 
sire, and Glamorganshire, common brewers.—Bryant and Phare, Plymouth, 
#arch-manufacturers. 

BANKRU PTS. 

Robert Drew, Hampstead.road, currier, Jan, 20, at 12 o'clock, Feb. 23, at 11, at 
the Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitor, Mr. Billing, King-street, Cheapside ; official as 
dguee, Mr. Clark, St. Swithin’s-lane, Lombard street. 
George Thomas Clough, George street, Great Surrey-street, Blackfriars, baker, 

Jan. 23, at 12 o'clock, Feb. 23, at 2, at the Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitor, Mr. Young, 
Mark lane; official assignee, Mr. Turquand, Copthall- buildings. 
George Hewitt, Brixton-road, coach-master, Jan. 19, at half-past 2 o'clock, Feb 

%, at 12, at the Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitor, Mr. Sadgrove, Mark-lane , official 
awaignee, Mr. Belcher. 
Beriah Brook, South Lambeth, surgeon, Jan. 19, at 12 o’clock, Feb, 23, at 11, at 

fhe Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitors, Messrs. Rickards and Walker, Lincoln's. inn- 
felds ; official assignee, Mr. Alsager, King’s Arms-buildings, Cornhill, 
Trytle Joel, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, dealer in gold watches, Feb. 3, at 11 o’elock, 

Feb. 28, at 1, at the Bankrupt Commission-room, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Solicitors, 
Messrs. Shield and Harwood, Poultry. 
William Smyth, Portsea, coach-master, Jan, 26, Feb. 23, at 12 o'clock, at the 

Royal Oak Inn, Portsea. Solicitors, Messrs. Wimburo and Collett, Chancery- 
ie. 
Louis Julius Claudius Clayette, Manchester, commission-agent, Jan, 26, Feb. 23, 

# 10 o'clock, at the Commissioners’. rooms, Manchester. Solicitors, Mesars. 

Walmaley, Keightley, and Parkin, Chancery-lane. 
William Godwin, Gillingham, Dorsetshire, timber-merchant, Jan. 29, at the Tal- 

bot Inn, [wern Minster, Feb. 23, at 11 o'clock, at the Greyhound Loan, Blandford 
Solicitors, Messrs. Venning and Naylor, Tokenhouse- yard. 
John Reeves, West Bromwich, Sta@icdshi:e, CONCR-SmITh, Jau. 29, Meb. 24, at 

2 o'clock, at Radenhurst’s Royal Hotel, Birmingham. Solicitors, Messrs. Swain, 
Stevens, and Co., Prederick’s-place, Old Jewry. 
Henry Peiree, Birmingham, victualler, Jan. 22, Feb. 23, at 12 o’cloek, at the 

New Royal Hotel, Birmingham. Solicitora, Messrs. Alexander, Gem, and Pooley, 
Carey-street, Lincoln’s-inna. 

DIVIDENDS. 

Feb. 2, J. Abernethie, Lothbury, merchant.—Feb, 2, J. K. Pickard, Russell. «treet, 
Covent-carden, whitelead.maker.— Feb. 4, G. Macey, Rose-street, Newgate 
market, commission-cattie.salesman.—Feb. 6, J. Maclachlan and D. Macintyre, 
San-court, Cornhill, merchants.—Feb. 3, M. Myers, St. Peter’s-alley, Cornhill, 
thhmoncer.—Feb. 2, J. Greaves, Liverpool, merchant.--Feb. 15, T. H. Maude, 
White Birk, near Blackburn, Lancashire, dyer.—Feb, 5, T. Tarberville, Worcester, 

ffocer.—-Feb. 5, R. Veryard, Bristol, flax-dreseer.—Feb. 9, E. Emerson and B. Fen 
ck, Stella, Durham, and Newvcastle.upon.Tyne, iron. founders.—Feb. 3, J. and 
R. Bradshaw, Lancaster, tallow-chandlers.—Feb. 3, BE. Crick, Leamington Priors, 
Warwickshire, printer.—Feb. 9, J. M. Wood, Norwich, painter, 

CERTIFICATES to be granted, unless cause be shown to the contrary, on or 

Bisulphuret of iron is not attacked by any of 

ptcy. 
ant, at eleven, at the Court of Bankruptey. Peb. 1¢, R. Marshall, N 

ission—room, Comm 

’ Shrewsbary. Feb. 6, T. Cart and W om, We 
Mg I ay Li = at one, at the Whiston Cross fon, Whiston Cross, 
e . 1 

| Mesers Callaway and Hellard, Portsmodth. Feb 
Staffordshire, ironmaster, at one, at the New Royal Hotel, 

CERTIFICATES to be granted, unless cause be shown to the contrary, on or 
before the Sth of Pebruary. 

J. Greenway, Plymouth, merchant.—J. N. Dennis, Lisle.street, Leloester sq 
coachmaker 
merchant.—G. Macey, Rose. street, Newgate market, commission cattle and meat 
salesman.—J. Lewis, Coventry, draper and mercer.—J. Shayier, Blackman. street, 
Southwark, draper. 

= . ae 

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE. 

The Colonial markets this week have assnmed a very dull appearance, particu. 
larly in British Plantation Sugars, in consequence of the large arrivals of Mauri. 
tras; and the public sales which have taken place of the same have caused the 
demand for West India from our refiners and grocers to become exceedingly mo 
derate, and prices may be quoted decidedty lower. The market for British Planta. 
tion Ceffees was likewise dull and inanimate, but more particularly for the sort 
suitable for the home trade. 1. prices no actaal redactions have been submitted 
to, but former rates have deen with difficulty obtained. 
SUGARS.—The demaad for the grocery descriptions of raw Sugar have been 

exceedingly moderate, but holders are keeping back their stocks in expectation of 
higher prices. The sales of the week do not exceed 1700 hhils., and prices may be 
quoted at from 6d. to is. lower, fine Barbadoes were most in demand, for which 
nearly last week's prices were obtained. At public sale 07 bhds. were sold, and 
fetched from 65s. to 68s.; good middling Demerara 6%s. to 64s.,; brown Trinidad 
and Grenada, 6is. 6d. to @2s., which was the lowest point of the market. Mau. 
ritius.-The eagerness of the importers in bringing their produce to sale has 
cansed the market to become dull, and prices are lower. At auction 6,998 bags 
were offered, part only of which found buyers, ata reduction on fdrmer rates of 
6d.; good brown sold at 639. 6d., yellow, 64s. 6d. to 66s. The bulk of the sugar 
sold at 65a. [tis reported 14 ships are near at hand, a public sale will take place 
next week. Refined.—The high prices demanded bas caused grocers and shippers 
to Duy very sparingly. There are very few goods offering, sée, per cwt. for 
lumps to pass the standard has been given , large brown lumps ys. to Sis,; «mall 
ditto, 81s. to 83s.; Prussian ditto, #45. to 88s.; powder loaves, 8@s. to #48. ; Ham 
bro ditto, 84s. to 87s.; double refined, 94s. to 105s., good green Hastard, 548. to 
62s.; British Molasses, 21s. to 2%s.; inferior, Iss. o 208., patent ditto, a8. , PB. 
West India, 28<. to 905. . 
COFFEES.—The clean qualities of British Plantation, but more particularly Ja 

maica, have been in good demand by the grocers, they have been compelled to 
pay fully former rates, the ordinary unclean descriptions have met with a dull sale, 

still holders will not submit to lower prices ; Ceylon have been sold at S%s. for fine, 
and 56s. for good ordinary ; Middling Jamaica, !@is. to l0s8.; good, to @ne oral 
nary, 00s. to 99s.; very ordinary and unclean, 728, to a¥s., Middiing Berbice, g7s. 
to 98s.; fine ordinary, 058. 6d. ; Broken Triage, 708. to O48,,; Middiing Demerara, 
06s. to 98s. ; fine ordinary Trinidad and St. Lucia, 04s. per owt, 
TEA.—The public Sales commence on Tuesday next, whieh have prevented any 

business from being done privately ; the quantity which will be brought forward 

amounts to 31,000 packages. The Company's declaration for their March Sale was 

issued on Wednesday afternoon ; the total quantity declared is the same as the 
last Sale. 
PRUIT.—There is a better cemand this week. At auction, damaged Patras 

Currants bought ta at 66s.; damaged Cephalonia and Zante sold at S98, to 61s. ; 
Chesme Raisins, damaged, also went at Js. to 408, per cwt 
HOPS.—The demand is still brisk for the @ner sorts, and in some instances at 

better prices, Kent Pockets, 70s to 808.; Fine, Sis. to 908.; Choice Middling 
East Kent, 1008. to 1408.; Kent Bags, 708. to S48, ; Choice ditto, 90s, to lias, ; 
Sussex Pockets, 658. to 76a. ; Pine ditto, 808. to 90s, 
PROVISIONS.—The demand for India Beef and Pork has become exceeding!y 

moderate, and prices of the former have given way, whilst the latter is held tor 
fully former rates.—The Scotch Pork trade continues dull, and the choice qualities 
are 2s. lower.—Eggs are in very limited request, and prices have declined Is. to 
is, 6d. —The demand for Foreign Butter has been confined to very scanty purcha 
ses, and Frieziand has declined 6s, to #8. per owt. the stock of Irish is not half of 

what it was last year this time. The market has not only taken a very unfavour 

able turn as to business, but also as to prices, for, in comsequence of the change 

in the weather, and there having been several arrivals, the demand has been ex 
ceedingly limited, although there are sellers at a reduction on former rates of fully 

4s.—The Bacon market is very flat, and prices have given way 9s.--Lards sell 

steadily.—The arrivals last week of Butter fom Ireland were 14900 firkios, and 
6774 bales of Bacon. 

Liverpool, Jan. 14.—Business in general has hitherto been very brisk for the 
season of the year, and most important articles have a tendency to rise in price 
The Conn Magner, which has so long continaed in the most depressed state, has 

at length felt a considerable re-action, The advance in the present week is 6d per 

7olbs. on Wheat, and ¢d per 40lbs, on Oats, Bonded Wheat is much enquired 

after for the American markets. Stearn has been in animated demand, sales 
sinee the Ist inst, 2900 bhds at an advance of ts 6d and 9s; and about ta bhd bags 

East India at 678 and 71s 6d. Oive are dull, excepting Palm OU, which is firm at 
40/ 158 to 31/ per ton. 
OCOTTON.—The amount of last week's sales was 90,340 bales: the advance on 

Egyptian was jd to 1jd; and on Brazils fully $4; while American remained with 
oat change, and Past Indian might be had « shade lower, 5200 bales were taken 

on speculation, Since Friday the sales are again on a large scale, about 19,000 
bales: and American is 4d higher, particularly for New Boweds. The impart 
continues limited, owing partly to contrary winds. The present stock of American 
is smaller than has been known for many years, being below #0,000 bales, barely 
“x weeks’ consumption; the average rate of 1895 having been 12,014 bales, for 
this district about the same quantity, making a total stock of 100,000 bales, The 
present price of fair Boweds is oid, Egyptian i2jd, and Surate 69d 

It is not expected that the price of any article here will be affected by the late 
calamitous fire at New York; stocks of dry goods were extremely light there, as 
the full trade had nearly cleared the stores, however, some Manchester and Dun. 
dee houses are likely to lose some emall accounts; of cotton only 1600 bales were 

bernt, turpentine about 500 barrela, the other articles were mostly of foreiga 

produce, fruit, wine, oil, &c., which can in no way influence our market, By the 

North American and Virginian, arrived on Monday, orders were received to effect 

insurances for very heavy amounts in the English fire offices-—it is probable that 
this business will prove permanent. 

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON, Jaw. 1s. 
Feb. 2. 

T. Griffiths, jun., Wellington. street, Strand, bookseller.—T. Warland, Steward 
Mreet, Spitalfields, silkk-manufacturer.—H. Makepeace, Bristol, coach.maker.—E 

© Besseil, Edward. street, Portman-square, and Waterloo-place, Shepherd's. bush, 

lodging-house.keeper.—G, Lillie and J. Patterson, Liverpool, merchants.—J. Far. | prices. 
ter, Poulby, Yorkshire, porter-merchant.—S. T. Probett, Derby, wholesale sta- f 

t—W. Rogers, Watiord, Hertfordshire, cattle.salesman. Wheat.....p.Qr. 338 to 480 | Malt... p.Qr.s0s to Ges | Oats... ..p. Qr. 165 00 S00 
Rye . is to S48 | Pens 1% to S00 | Bran . - oe & ton 

ee Rarley . 248 to 398 | Beans .. . ea to 400 | Pollard Ite to B00 

‘riday, January 16, 1836, : map ; 508 to 608 Coriander Seed. . new #8 to 148 perOwte 
: ¢ * . vitte Cake 11/ 1Oate 123i per 1000 | Clover Reed red $08 to 908 do. 

‘ . PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED. Rapeseed }4/ to 96/ per Last | Ditto white S00 to 60 do. 5. Sedgwick and T. Quarrill, Paddington street, St. Mary.le-bone, patent lamp. | Ditto Cake #5 to €5 Ss, perton | Mastard Seed, ne wh. os to 6« pertus manufacturers. —S. Hogstiesh and BE. Hopwood, Charles.place, City road, school Carraway Seed. . new 595 to S@8 per Cwt. | Ditto., brown Os to Gs do mttfesses.— RR. J. Fisher and J. H. Wagstaff, New Bond-street.-T. and H. Lioyd, Tares, pew winter on Od to Se od per Bushel . Market Meeping, Lincolnshire, tea-dealers.—L. Walker and M laws, Edward FLOUR, per Sack 
“eet, Cavendish-square, milliners.—J. Thomas and W. Major, W hitechapel.road, | Town made ................ 268 to tHe | Paeex & Suffolk, on board 19 to B50 wr geons J. Hunt and W. Prost, Alton, Hampshire, common. carriers.—T. Bowl. | Seconds nee a%s to 358 | Norfolk and Stockton : on tx po 
yand W. Haslewood, Sunderland and Hartlepool, timber.merchants.—H. Dela ‘ wing mare and EF. Tolbutt, Romford, Essex, wine.merchants.—J. Holt and KR. Knee a - ———— 
“aw, Liverpool, ship bread bakers.—W. Strange and J. Harris, Abingdon, Berks, P , Pp , ra ; Vine. merchants E. and E. France, Honley, Yorkshire, plumbers H. Prior and AVERAGE PRICE OF GR AIN, per Quarter. 

& Ficknetl, Hastings, plambers.—W.B. Palmer and J. Hadley, Hirmingham, mer Wheat Barley | Oata Kye Beane Pens 
Se J. Taylor and J. Burgin, Sheffield, scissor-manufacturere.F. Vidler and 64. 27%. sd tee. 7d 278. od ae. «4 te Od 
~~ "Srratt, Milbank, mail-coech contractors.W. Brooks and S.C. Walton, Hat ; arden, wholesale jewellers.—J. Farmer and D. Jones, Wolverhampton, iron ae, 04 AGOREGITE AVERAGH FOR Tee LAST STK WEEKS, 
mars: J. Richardson and T. Stanford, Brownlow-street, Holborn’ tailors » Sd. | 278. 10d, [ IMs, Od. | B78. bid [ Soe. Bd. | Bee. 10d. 
* Reckett and J. Platts, Treeton and Cateliffe-common, Yorkshire, gardeners. DUTY ON FOREIGN ComN 

INSOLVENT. en. =, . — — A. Ot. | te oh ; tM. Sd. | tee. a4 
aties on n from Hritieh Possessions « ‘ 

Thomas Berks, Manchester, provision and hop. dealer. is. Od. | a. 6d. | oe. ‘ 6a. " ~— | ap = "ant *. of 
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. — a 

Thomas Taylor, Steeple Ashton, Wilts, dealer. ARRIVALS OF GRAIN LagT Wee. 
AN . . Eng. Scot irieh 8 OC». Por Ke Bor ? m B KRUPTS Wheat onl an | ing. Irieh(R.Co. Por 

_ ttm Harbridge, Claremont. mews, Claremont-square, Middlesex, horse. dealer, | Rye % | | Linseed eit 
heninigy er Jan. 96, Feb. 26, at 11 o'clock, at the Rankrapts’ Court Solicitors, | Oats a eH! 2190 15157 | Rapeseed “ —— — A rahams and Robson, Clifford’s-inn , official assignee, Mr. Groom, Ab. | Harley | 6p S70) Tares i x pory rch. lane Malt .. (os? wotlk ; Back Wheat | *. Erichsen and Alexander Burn Callender, Mincing-lane, corn factors, Jan | Beans .. 7282 | ee ‘ i Pour Sache 1 s ig: 26, at 12 o'clock, at the Bankrepts’ Court. Solicitors, Mesers. Smith and e : - 

» Coopers’-ball, B: hall. street, official ’ eed e assignee, Mr. Edwards, Pancras ” Quarters of Bonded Corn in the United Kingdom, Dee. 6. 
dames Rowland Hyde Withers, Bristol, linen.draper, Jan. 96, at | o'clock, Feb Rye oe — ~~ 4 ba 29,317 Peas y 1.948 Mil, atthe Bankrupts’ Cocrt, London. Solicitors, Mr. Herbert, Lioyd, Cheap. sl , ’ 64,709 ” Gasca 
4 oficial assignee, Mr. Goldsr:i4, Ironmenger-lane, London a — — a ~ 
‘emm Wiliams, White Hart, White Hart street Drury lane, » Jan Ss “HRIE “re %6, at 11 o'clock, at the Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitors, Mr. Govett, War MITUPIELD, Patoas, Jom. 16 to, Ane. Newgate.street , official assignee, Mr. G. Gibson, Basinghall street. The supyty of Baer short, the sucumen ask prices a4 dear as on Monday ry Hutchinson, Jerusalem Coffee-house, Cowper’s-court, Cornhill, master. | ©? We best qualities, and we we do wet niter that day's a4 «4 
Ser, Jan. 26, Feb. 26, at i o'clock, at the Bankrupts’ Court. Solicitors, | 2h Merrow and Vest have also maintained Monday's terms, bet the former a Bothamicy, Coleman-street ; official assignee, Mr. George | “CT *© readily as the latter.Por Pona as. 6d. ies fair q 

. rmanbury. 
atone & To sink the offal ot ahs. Soe, Detean, Hatton, Cheshire, grocer, Peb. 2, 94, at | o'clock, at the Cla. | Beef _ Od me a po on | Vous oa 04 Rooms, Liverpool. Solicitors, Mr. Cole, Adeiyhi-terrace, London, Mr.| Mutton % 4 64 | Pork... 40 6d ~~ Ss mat, ™ gcevece oe arringt Pulled . , ee 4 4. Rotshn, wine ond wart mechani, Pk hs ane sk netocioe meme Cee | lS Cea area ti hy, re cares it, Pen ae . 5 . « =e 

recy, London Attorneys, Messrs. Dynciey, Coverdale, and Lee, Gray's = omnes SAN S oeay = 
ey * Daid, Margate, grocer, Jan alge and Feb. 36, at ome, at the NEWGATE and LEADENHALL. ~By the Carcass, 

. caars. Margate, Mr qotel, Margate Attorneys, Deriag aad Brooks, ; Heed... ccececeee MOG Be Od 4p 0d] Veal... ....,. Ot 64 te Ot Kesex-street, Strand, London Muttua oe - ed med me Od PWR a OO Oe ae 

The arrival of Wuear and Fiows this week has been very moderate, and 
what few samples of Wheat were fresh up this morning were taken off on rather 
better terms. Hantey also ix a trifle dearer, Oars, from the shortness of the 
supply, obtain somewhat better terms. All other articles fully support Monday's 

Wilkinson, Copthall- buildings, account. 
eweastle. 

Newcastle 
; . » linen.drapers, at 

at Radenhuret’s New Royal Hotel, Birmingham. Feb. 8, BE. Jones, Welch 
my ‘ontgomery-shire, wine-merchant, &c., at twelve, at the Temporary Shire. 

Hughes; Portsmouth, fruit-merchant, at one, at the office of 
16, H. Downing, Smethwick, 

Birmingham 

uare, 
W. Wade, Liverpool, grocer.-W. H. Haghes, Portamouth, fruit- 

‘ & OG - j 

The price of Tallow (as stated by the Tallow Melters) 2s ad. 

PRICE OF TALLOW, SOAP, Ke. Trl. 
4. e 4, . & 

Town Tallow . « » | Mosing stot «+ 33 ©] Mottled Soap... — © 
Yellow Rassia =... 44 @/ Ditto Rough « #1 0} Card ditto =e 
White ee “= ‘| ao Graves ._ we 
Soap ditto - = «| Yellow Soap + == «| Q@ood Drege .. #6 

-_ PRICE OF CANDLES, 
ne S st See One, fn the retail shops, ts as follows —Candiea, 

doren, 7s @d, inferior, Gs od-—Moulds, as Get. @ipease per dozen discoant fer 

PRICES OF HAY AND STRAW, Jaw. 14. 
CLOVER. WAY. STRAW, 

3 -sceess | TS 0 10Q8 | GOs to see | See to See 
Whitechapel prosiontyt & ; 808 to 100s! Pee to See | ome to See 
Regent's oreereses® ssceses | 708 TO Sts) POR to She | Soe to Same 
Portman Market ill ecaninial sos to 98s | es te gos | Ses to See 
New Hungerford Market. ... .. — 73a to OSs | Tie to Bee vos to se 
oho POR alee. ss Pe 

PRICES OF TIMBER PER LOAD. 
Oak, 51 10s Od to G1 Os Od, Pine Red, 4 tvs Gd to 4) ide) Riga Fir, a) 

Dantzic and Meme, 51 #8 6d to 51 Ps Gd. 

HOPS, per Cwt, 
758 to 848 | Choice 1058 to 1408 
90s tolees | Low and —teo —« 

Sussex Pe) 

———e 

Kent Pockets 
Superfine... . v 

WOOL, per Ib, 
Blanket, t)d to 15d Combing }4d to gad Flannel, led to 18 —- Preece Woon. 

and 8. Down Hoggeta, is ad to is 10d-—BHali bred, Is ad to te léd-—Rent, la Pd to 
is ~The Long Wool of Lincoln, Letcester, Warwick, from (te grower, ta ate 
le 6¢-—Foasten Woorus. Germany, Electoral, 4 6d to Se Od-—Lower Q 
2 dd to ts t—Austraiian, best, Os Sd to és o¢-—Iafertor Oe led to is é¢-—Vam 
Diemen's Land, clean, ds éd to os ad.—Trade brisker. 

SHEEP SKINS, 
Polled, 6s Od to 8 Od cach—Kents, and half breds, 39 od to és éd—Polled Lamba, 

Os Od to és O¢— Down Lamba, os Gd to Sa 6d. 

VT 

PURCHASES OF ORE AT REDRUTH, January 7, 1836, 

_——e a ae 
Purehasers. a Mine leone! Tome ee Ten. | Amoont, | Total Amoane, 

No. | en 4 @n dl aen @& 
2. KagiishCop., Wheal Jewel .. ayy 4i9 @) he oO 
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ow ; ; oo} ei @ we 6 e@ 
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Whi. Providence my 5 [5 #8 6) 42019 G)—190t 9 6 
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: a? 5 7 0!| wa 19 @ 

_ eT ywa wo @@ 
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-_ we soeoielée¢«#ée 
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mn 47 6 stow 6 
to | 5 5 @) ats 60 @ 

Wheal Liberty . | 76 919 O Om 4 0 
| West Tolgus tn 45 6 iw @9 @ 
teow Kitty ..../ 9 jig tt 6 | Ie ie oO) ames 8 g 

4, Freeman | Wheal Jewel ....| 02 710 ©! 9 0 @ 
and Co, . | a4 7 @) 18 8 @ 

Me | 43 | 1 9 6) 586 4 6 
. | Powey Conselsa..) 0 | S17 ©) am) 8 @ 
“ | Wheal Julia wo 616 0) wt @ @ 

| Whi. Beauchamp | 7 | ou 6) @ eo 46 
| South Towa... at 897 o17 6) wt 7 O)—151 19 @ 

| 
5. P. Grenfell) Wheal Jowel on 410 @ ton te @ 

and Sons. Cara lirea .. sl 416 © oie « 
: | 23) 5 4 @) im 9 @ 

Wheal Totus ..| 75 | aie oe or 
‘ ‘ | ie vit 6) om 9 @ 

| 88 jo © 0) a8 6 @ 

4a 0 PR PERE nin 
| 

6. Crown Cop.) Carn Urea .... } 7 1) teete 6 
per Co. as | 17 O| mew @ 
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| } 
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Oo —T 
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oOwn an 
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PURCHASES OF COPPER ORES AT SWANSEA, Jan, 6, 1836, 
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